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Sammanfattning 
Det finns flera olika metoder och teknologier idag för att sända TV. En av dessa metoder i 

Sverige och Danmark är marksänd digital-TV och ägs av det statliga företaget Teracom Boxer 

Group. För att kunna se på TV via marknätet behöver hushåll vara utrustade med en TV-

antenn som kan ta emot signaler från sändarmaster. Sändningen sker via basstationer, som 

skickar marksända signaler till mindre sändarmaster, utspridda över landet, för att kunna nå 

alla mottagarantenner. 

 

Dagens TV-antenner ses idag som ett ont måste för att kunna titta på TV via marknätet 

eftersom det är kostsamt, behöver oftast professionell installation och påverkas av olika 

väderförhållanden samt förbipasserande föremål. Utöver det har dagens antenner ingen 

attraktiv design som gör att antennen inte integreras på ett smidigt sätt i sin omgivning. Syftet 

med examensarbetet är att utveckla ett nytt koncept för en digital TV-antenn, och som ett 

resultat behålla och attrahera nya kunder till att använda marknätet för att se på TV. Genom 

att utveckla en ny modern design och integrera en ny funktion i TV-antennen skapas 

därigenom ett mervärde för kunden. 

 

Projektet utfördes genom en iterativ produktutvecklingsprocess, innehållande fem faser där 

olika metoder anpassade för dessa faser användes. Förstudien innehöll både kvalitativa och 

kvantitativa metoder i form av intervjuer, en enkätundersökning och en litteraturstudie för att 

kunna skapa en kravspecifikation. Baserat på resultat från den initiala fasen i arbete 

genererades och utvecklades olika koncept. Det slutgiltiga konceptet valdes med hjälp av 

evalueringsmetoder och diskussioner med handledare och experter inom antennteori. Största 

delen av tiden spenderades på att studera tidigare forskning och förstå teorin bakom 

antennkonstruktion, generera innovativa koncept och tillverka 3D-prototyper. 

 

Det nya konceptet resulterade i att en 4G-antenn kombinerades med en TV-antenn, en 

förbättrad konstruktion för att förenkla installationsprocessen, ett nytt takfäste för att utöka 

placeringsmöjligheterna på taket samt en mer modern yttre design. 
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Abstract 
Television broadcasting can be performed through different methods and technologies. One 

broadcast technology in Sweden and Denmark is called Digital Terrestrial Network (DTT) 

and is operated by Teracom Boxer Group, a state owned company. In order to watch 

television through DTT, households require a TV-antenna in order to receive signals 

broadcasted from transmitting masts. The broadcasting process operates through a main base 

station that sends terrestrial signals to smaller transmitting masts, distributed across the 

country to reach all receiver antennas.   

 

Today’s TV-antennas are regarded as something necessary evil, since it is costly, often need 

professional installation and is affected by various weather conditions and objects passing by. 

In addition, it does not have an appealing design that smoothly integrates the antenna into the 

surrounding environment. The purpose with this master thesis is to develop a new concept for 

a future digital TV-antenna, in order to keep and attract new customers to DTT. This is done 

by having a more modern and attractive design and an integrated additional value. 

 

The project was performed with an iterative product development process, comprising five 

phases with different methods suitable for each phase. Background and research included 

quantitative and qualitative methods in form of interviews, survey and literature review, in 

order to create a specification of requirements. Based on the result from the initial phase 

concepts were developed and specified. The final concept was chosen with help of evaluation 

methods and through discussions with supervisors. The majority of the time was spent to 

obtain knowledge regarding theory behind antenna design, generate innovative concepts and 

create visual prototypes by 3D modeling.  

 

The new TV-antenna resulted in an integration of a 4G-antenna, an improved mechanical 

design to facilitate installation process, a new roof ridge attachment to increase the range of 

antenna placements and a modern appearance to attract new customers. 
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Nomenclature 

Abbreviations used in the master theses are presented in this chapter. 

Abbreviations 

DTT Digital Terrestrial Television 

MUX Multiplex 

UHF Ultra high frequency range 

VHF Very high frequency range 

ABS Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 

PC Polycarbonate 

QFD Quality function deployment 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

LCA Life cycle assessment 
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1. Introduction  

In this chapter the background, purpose and limitations will be presented. It includes a 

definition of the research question and methods used during the work. 

 

1.1 Background 
Teracom Sweden is one of four subsidiaries that goes under the gathered name Teracom 

Boxer Group and are operating both in Sweden and Denmark. In addition, Teracom Boxer 

Group also consists of Teracom Denmark along with Boxer Sweden and Denmark. Teracom 

Boxer group is a government-owned company, which owns and operates the national 

terrestrial network for television and radio broadcast, and by having more than 570 broadcast 

stations, Teracom Boxer Group are reaching out to 99,8% of both country’s households. 

Teracom was founded in 1921 and since then Teracom has broadcasted analogue radio and 

are now also broadcasting digital radio in the type of commercial radio, traffic messages, 

public service and important messages to the population. The first analogue television signals 

were broadcasted in 1956, and the analogue terrestrial network is today replaced by a digital 

terrestrial network (DTT), (Teracom, TV- och radioutsändningar, 2015). Teracom’s main role 

is to ensure that program distributors, for example SVT, Barnkanalen and Kunskapskanalen, 

can reach their audience via a reliable, robust and cost-effective distribution. The television 

broadcast exists in the form of both free and paid-TV channels. Boxer Sweden and Denmark 

is the subsidiary that offers paid-TV channels, mainly via the terrestrial network but also via 

Internet. Broadband and telephony is also included in Boxer’s product portfolio.  

 

To receive radio signals and watch television through the usage of DTT, households need to 

have a receiver antenna and a setup box. Television broadcast and receiver antennas are 

looking almost the same today, compared to 50 years ago. This is mainly because of the 

absence of improvement of network coverage and also due to lack of commercial incentives. 

When television broadcast went from analogue to digital in 2007, it was easier to keep 

customers by marketing the message “keep your old antenna, no changes are needed”. This 

has contributed to the decreased focus on developing TV-antennas and affected the usage of 

DTT Network. 

1.2 Purpose  
Today’s antennas are regarded as something necessary evil mainly since it is costly, need 

professional installation and is susceptible to external factors. In additional, it does not have 

an appealing design that smoothly integrates the antenna into the surrounding environment. 

Due to the DTT Network technology, an antenna is needed but is a barrier to keep and attract 

new customers, since more modern technologies have been entered the television market the 

last decade. The purpose of this master thesis is to develop a new concept for a future digital 

TV-antenna to increase the number of customers using the DTT network. 

1.3 Research Question 
The research question for this master thesis is formulated in order to fulfill the purpose and is 

clarified with the following sentence; 

RQ: How can the design of a digital TV-antenna be improved to increase the number of 

customers using the DTT Network?
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1.4 Target Group 
People that have a need or interest in using DTT Network for television broadcast constitute 

the target group. It mainly concerns people living in houses at a distance at least 20 km from 

the nearest transmitter mast. From this distance, outdoor antennas are normally required and 

people located in this area commonly live in suburbs or on the countryside. The target group 

refers to both new and existing users of TV-antennas. The new users need to have a house 

with a tiled roof, and the existing users need to have the antenna installed on a pole. The 

intended customers do also have a need of improved 2G, 3G or 4G connections for phone and 

Internet usage. 

1.5 Constraints 
Due to lack of time and knowledge within the area electrical engineering and wireless 

communications, limitations needed to be concretized in order to have a manageable project 

and achieve a master thesis within the area Industrial Design Engineering. Decisions are made 

not to focus on designing a new technology for a TV-antenna, instead base the final solution 

on an already existing technology and develop it in the meaning of design and construction. 

The antenna will be designed to suit the UHF band and not the VHF band. Geographic 

limitations are made in the form of focusing on TV reception and antenna technology 

specifically for Sweden and Denmark, since Teracom Boxer Group operates in these 

countries. The attachment that keeps the antenna placed on the roof will only enable 

installation on the roof ridge and not throughout the whole roof.  No physical prototype of the 

entire final concept will be produced.  The final concept will instead be illustrated as a virtual 

3D-model. No detailed economy analysis will be performed since this thesis is on a 

conceptual level. 

1.6 Work Process and Methods 
The product development process used in this project was adapted from Ullman’s Mechanical 

Design Process (Ullman, 2010). An overview of the process can be seen in Figure 1. The first 

stage, Product Discovery, and the last stage, Product Support, were excluded from the project 

development process. The first stage was defined by Teracom Boxer Group and handed over 

as the main purpose for this project, and the last step includes adjustments before releasing the 

product for production and introducing the product to the customer. Therefore, this process 

ends with the Product Development phase. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Shows an overview of the product development process used in this project. 

Product Discovery 

Project Planning 

Product Definition 

Conceptual Design 

Product Development 

Product Support 
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For this project, the process started with Project Planning, followed by Product Definition, 

where a background research including both quantitative and qualitative methods was used in 

order to achieve a broad basis and state of the art. The qualitative research included Semi-

structured Interviews. This method was used to gain important knowledge regarding the 

broadcast process as well as how an antenna functions and information concerning its 

installation process (sswm, semi-structured-interviews, 2015). The quantitative research was 

made in form of a Customer Survey, in order to understand what Teracom Boxer Groups’ 

customers generally think about antennas, and which improvements that needs to be made to 

obtain a more satisfying antenna. To make the data collection easier to analyze, structured 

interviews was used (sciencebuddies, project-ideas, 2015). To understand different antenna 

properties and analyze how well the theory corresponds to reality, an Empirical Research was 

performed (PennState University Libraries, 2015). The Empirical Research was based on 

observations of measured antenna parameters for several antenna types. The Objective Three 

Method was used to state design objectives based on client requirements, user needs and 

product purpose. The method gives a clear overview of the objectives regarding the antenna 

and explicit what is needed for the objectives to be fulfilled (Cross, 2008).  By using the 

method Quality Function Deployment, QFD, the specification of requirement for the antenna 

was established and in order to clarify which requirements that are most important and should 

be prioritized (Ullman, 2010). This phase, Product Definition, results in a problem 

formulation and creation of specification of requirements.  

 

The Conceptual Design phase includes idea generation and evaluation methods. Used idea 

generation methods were Brainstorming and Morphological Matrix. These methods generated 

ideas and helped create concepts for the antenna (Ullman, 2010).  In order to evaluate the 

concepts, Weighted Objective Method (Cross, 2008) and an Evaluation Matrix based on 

Pugh’s Method (Ullman, 2010) was implemented. The Weighted Objective Method generates 

a value for each requirement from the Specification of Requirement in order to analyze each 

requirement’s relative importance. The evaluation methods compare and evaluate concepts 

against each other, one at a time. The evaluation methods were used to choose the best-suited 

concept to fulfill the main purpose. 

 

Next step was to develop the final concept until it completely meets the Specification of 

Requirements. This was performed during the Product Development phase, and includes 3D-

modeling, creation of prototypes and material selection. 3D-modeling was performed with the 

software tool, Solid Edge ST5 created by Siemens. Solid Edge ST5 provides solid modeling by 

geometry creation and editing together by assembly possibilities (Solidedge, 2015). 

Prototypes were created in order to obtain knowledge of functionalities for mechanisms and 

components within the created concepts. Material selection and energy consumption were 

investigated with help from the software CES Edupack (Granta Design, Limited 2014). The 

level used for selecting material was level 2, where a range of different material was 

identified. For choosing suitable material for the components, the function Bubble-chart was 

used. The Bubble-chart provides and compares information regarding material properties. The 

energy consumption of the final concept was analyzed by the usage of the tool EcoAudit, 

which calculates CO2 emissions and energy consumption during antennas lifetime. Settings 

regarding production country, form of transportation, transportation distance, hours of usage, 

etc., are determined and affects the calculations. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sswm.info/
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2. Theoretical Background of Antennas 

This chapter contains knowledge within the television broadcast, antenna theory, and antenna 

design. To examine possible developments of existing antennas, theory regarding specific 

antenna properties will be analyzed. 

 

2.1 Television Broadcast 
In Sweden, there are five different ways of watching digital television. It can be through 

satellite-TV, cable-TV, web-TV, broadband or digital terrestrial television (DTT) network 

(Telekområdgivarna, telefoni-bredband, 2015). The possibility to watch television may vary 

depending on within which area the TV broadcast should be received and how the landscape 

within that area is shaped. In urban areas, there are typically several options of receiving TV. 

The option for people living in rural areas is considered to be less and that also applies to 

people living in a newly built house or in a newly built area. In other words, the various 

techniques for watching TV it suited for different conditions and requirements. 

 

For satellite-TV, the broadcast works by a signal that is sent from a station on Earth to a 

satellite in space. The satellite sends back a signal to Earth, to a user’s satellite dish. The 

signals are then transmitted over a cable into the household and to a TV (Tech-faq, satellite 

TV, 2015). Satellite-TV is most suited for people that except from watching Swedish 

channels also want to be able to watch foreign channels. 

 

Cable-TV broadcasting is the most common way of receiving TV in Sweden today, and refers 

to television signals transferred from a transmitter to households through a cable (Statistik, 

post och telestyrelsen, marknadsutveckling 2015). The same cable is often used for broadband 

and telephony within households as well. This technique of receiving TV in homes is 

convenient for customers due to the fact that cables often are already coated in urban areas 

and customers only need to connect a digital setup box to an existing outlet.  

 

Broadband TV also called IPTV is digital TV broadcasted through broadband networks. 

Broadband TV is the latest distribution form that has been added for TV broadcasting. It is a 

technique that is similar to cable-TV, but instead it uses broadband technology to broadcast 

TV images (SVT, sändningarna, 2015). 

 

Webb-TV is broadcast through the Internet and is an easy way for watching TV on devices 

such as phones, tablets or computers.  

 

DTT Network is a wireless broadcasting technology, owned by Teracom Boxer Group. The 

technology is based on radio signals that are sent from big transmitter masts to receiver 

antennas, belonging to different households around the country (Teracom, TV- och 

radioutsändningar, 2015). The viewer receives radio signals either via an outdoor antenna or 

an indoor antenna. The radio signals can also be received by a central antenna placed on the 

roof of tower blocks. The signals from the central antenna are transmitted to several of 

viewers through a cable into a separate household. The DTT Network contains 54 big 

transmitter masts, which represents the base of the network. To achieve a high coverage of the 

county and reach where the landscape is hilly, the big masts are supplemented with smaller 

ones that are distributed across the county. Todays used broadcasting technique is called 

DVB-T2 and stands for Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial second generation (Tercaom, 

mottagning av digital TV, 2015).  In Figure 2, an overview of the DTT Network process is 
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illustrated. It illustrates the whole process, from recording video to receiving television in 

separate households.   

 

 
Figure 2. Illustrates an overview of the DTT Network. 

A detailed illustration of the DTT process can be seen in Figure 3. The first step in the DTT 

process is when a camera is recording in a studio. It can for example be live TV news, a 

commercial or a movie. Uncompressed video and audio data is thereafter either directly sent 

through fiber to the Kaknäs Tower or wireless sent by radio waves to a satellite in the space 

and then to Kaknäs Tower. This path is dependent of within which location the recording has 

been executed. For example, live TV news that are recorded from the other side of the globe 

need to be sent through a satellite, and news that are recorded in a near relation to the Kaknäs 

Tower can be sent through fiber.  

 

When the data has been received in Kaknäs the image and audio is processed. By recoding the 

incoming data, in terms of removing unnecessary information that cannot be noticed by the 

viewer, the number of bits from the original video and audio can be reduced. The coding part 

compresses the information and enables it to be transmitted by radio waves. The outcome 

from the coding is put into a transport stream package, called an MUX. Sweden uses 7 

MUXes, which approximately corresponds to 50 TV-challenges that the customers can 

choose between, see Appendix I, for detailed picture of the MUXes. From the Kaknäs Tower 

the 7 MUXes are then sent through the fiber to each transmitter mast. The transport stream 

packages can also be sent by radio waves, but this method is only used as a backup, if the 

transport stream package firstly could not be sent by fiber.  

 

Within the transmitter masts the modulation part takes place. The modulation has the function 

to flawlessly transport the stream packages via radio signal from one or more transmitter 

masts to an unlimited amount of users. The radio waves are transmitted with horizontal- or 

vertical polarization and the receiver antenna needs to be placed accordingly to the 

polarization. Vertical polarization is not optimized in terrain or hilly areas and is therefore not 

suitable in Sweden, which is the reason for only using horizontal polarization in Sweden. 

Denmark has a preferable landscape for vertical polarization but in some areas horizontal is 

needed, that is the reason for using both vertical and horizontal polarization in Denmark 

(Kamafritid, bruksanvisning, 2015).  
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Figure 3. Shows a detailed process chart of the DTT Network. 

Digital television is transmitted with horizontal polarization in Sweden, and in Denmark the 

radio waves need to be transmitted with vertical polarization to not interfere with other radio 

signals in the nearby regions (Kamafritid, bruksanvisning, 2015).   

 

To be able to receive radio signals and watch TV, the user needs to have a receiver antenna, 

inside or outside, and a setup box. The box can be a separate device from the TV or in form of 

a card, directly attached to the TV. The antenna is connected to a coaxial cable, which in turns 

is connected to a box inside the house. The box demodulates, deMUXes and decodes 

incoming data from the antenna. The output from the box contains a decompressed video, 

which is sent through an HDMI-cable to the TV. The TV receives the HDMI-signal and the 

user can thereafter watch TV. Which channels the user can watch are dependent of which 

subscriptions the user has.  

2.2 Antenna Theory  
Antenna design concerns both electromagnetics- and mechanical design factors, and to 

understand how to optimize the physical structure of antennas, knowledge and understanding 

within both those fields are required. To understand different antenna properties, information 

about electromagnetic waves, bandwidth and frequency were first examined. The fundamental 

antenna will be described, and the chosen properties to examine regarding antenna theory are 

radiation pattern, beamwidth and directivity. 

Electromagnetic Waves  

A receiver antenna is an electrical conductor that converts electromagnetic waves in its 

surrounding environment to an induced alternating current. The alternating current is further 

fed through a wire to a radio receiver, which within digital TV is a setup box. This process is 

reciprocal, meaning that an antenna also can function as a transmitter; a radio transmitter 

feeds an alternating current to the antenna, which converts it to electromagnetic waves and 

sends it out in space. As antennas have the reciprocal property they are used at both 

transmitting- and receiving stations. Between two stations or a station and household, radio 

signals exist in the form of electromagnetic waves, and at the stations, as high frequency 

alternating current (Blake, Lamont v. 2009). 
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Electromagnetic waves are an oscillatory motion that can propagate in empty spaces and in 

different material substances. To measure a frequency a time interval need to be determined 

and the amount of repeated oscillation of that time is divided by the length of the actual time 

interval. The wavelength refers to the distance that the wave itself travels during one 

sinusoidal cycle of oscillation, see Figure 4. Electromagnetic waves can be transmitted both 

horizontally and vertically. It is the electrical field polarization that determines the angle of 

the wave, horizontal or vertical, and an antenna can receive both angles but needs to be placed 

accordingly to the desired angle in order to receive the wave.  

 

 
Figure 4. Illustrates the definition of electric field, magnetic field and one wave length 

(rooksheathscience, 2013). 

Frequency and Bandwidth 

The frequency and wavelength of electromagnetic waves are essential parameters for antenna 

design. All electromagnetic waves are transmitted with specific frequencies to be able to use 

it and create a channel between receiver and transmitter. Different frequencies are connected 

to different services, and in order to send information to a specific service, the frequency has 

to be in the right frequency range for the desired service. Names of different frequencies, its 

range, wavelength and the usage of each frequency range, can be seen in Appendix II. When 

broadcasting television, the frequencies of the electromagnetic waves need to be in Very High 

Frequency (VHF) and Ultra High Frequency (UHF) band. The frequency range is called 

bandwidth and is defined as the range in which the antennas will operate satisfactorily. 

Greater bandwidth contains storage capacity and for each bandwidth the storage is increased 

tenfold. Figure 5 illustrates different bands within UHF and VHF band (Röjne.M, 2012). One 

band contains of several channels and the channel bandwidth in the VHF band is 7 Mhz, and 

8 Mhz in UHF band. The greater the band is the more channels contains within it.

 
Figure 5. Illustrates including bands and what it is used for within UHF and VHF band 

(Röjne, M, 2012). 
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Dipole Antenna 

A dipole antenna is a fundamental antenna within antenna theory and design. It consists of 

two antenna rods attached to a centered directional rod, illustrated in Figure 6 (A). When an 

electromagnetic wave reaches the antenna, an alternating voltage is induced between the ends 

of the horizontal antenna rods. The voltage transmits through a transformer and further on 

into a coaxial cable. The transformer enables the voltage to pass from the antenna rods into a 

coaxial cable by converting the impedance of the air to the impedance of the coax cable. 

Impedance within antenna theory refers to the AC resistance in the dipole antennas feed point. 

The impedance consists not only of resistance, it can include reactive components as well, 

such as inductance and capacitance (Antenner och vågutbredning, 2015). The length of the 

horizontal antenna rods is directly related to the frequency in which the antenna operates. In 

order to receive one specific frequency, the length of the horizontal antenna rods needs to be 

adjusted to ¼ each of the desired wavelength. Meaning that the physical length of the dipole 

antenna rods depends on which frequency that is desired to receive. To receive several 

frequencies in the antenna, the antenna needs to be installed in between the signals. This 

adjustment enables the antenna to capture more frequencies with lower quality, instead of 

having one strong signal for only one frequency. One possibility to reach higher signal 

strength for a wider frequency range is to shape the antenna rods as a V-shape, see Figure 6. 

                
 
 

Figure 6. A Illustrates a dipole antenna and including components and B illustrates a V-

shaped dipole. 

The most fundamental property within antenna theory is the radiation pattern, which is used 

as a basis for other performance parameters, (Blake, Lamont v. 2009). The radiation pattern 

for an antenna is three-dimensional and describes the relative field strength radiated from the 

antenna in various directions, see Figure 7. The pattern can equally be given in electric field 

intensity, E, or in magnetic field intensity, H, since the magnitude of these are directly related 

(Radiation Pattern, 2015). 

 
  

Figure 7. Illustrates the radiation pattern, both horizontal and vertical plane (John D. Kraus 

and Ronald J, 2002).  

A B 
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A dipole antenna is omnidirectional, meaning that it radiates equally in one plane, and does 

not need to be directed to the mast to receive the strongest signals. An antenna that radiates 

signals equally in all directions is called isotropic antenna, see Figure 8. Since all practical 

dipole antennas radiate the signals more concentrated in some areas of the isotropic sphere, it 

is not possible to practically use an isotropic antenna (Antenna Patterns, 2015). According to 

that fact, isotropic antennas are used in theory and as a reference when measuring antenna 

gain. 

 
Figure 8. Radiation for isotropic respective a dipole antenna (John D. Kraus and Ronald J, 

2002). 

Antennas exist in a great variety of sizes and the size is proportional to the wavelength at a 

specific frequency. High frequencies consist of short wavelengths, and in order to obtain high 

gain for theses frequencies, large antennas are needed. When the efficiency is less important, 

smaller antennas can be used. The size of antennas is not only referred to the physical size, it 

can also be measured in electrical size, meaning that it is possible for a physically large 

antenna to be electrically small. The electrical size of an antenna is related to the wavelength 

and radius of the area in which the antenna reach (Antenna Radiation Fields, 2015).  

Beam Width and Directivity 

The angular width of the radiated power of an antenna concentrated into a major lobe is 

described as beamwidth, Figure 9. The beamwidth is related to the antenna's directivity, D, 

and is described as the maximum value of its directive gain (Blake, Lamont v. 2009). Since a 

dipole antenna is omnidirectional, the beamwidth is wide, which results in low 

directivity.  An antenna that is physically longer has lower beamwidth and higher directive 

gain, meaning that it can receive fewer frequencies than an antenna with high beam width. 

According to that fact, antennas with narrow beamwidth is used as receiver antennas because 

of the possibility to direct the antenna to the desired signal and reduce gain of unwanted 

signals. Broadcasting stations needs to radiate signals in many directions, and to accomplish 

that, it is needed to have wide beam width. To obtain gain, despite the wide beam, the beam in 

the vertical plane needs to be narrowed instead.  
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Figure 9. Illustrates different varieties of beamwidths in relation to directivity. 

2.3 Antenna Design and Functionality 
There are different varieties of antenna types depending on which properties that are desired 

for a specific situation. The fundamental antenna is a dipole antenna and is used as a base 

component in all other antenna types.  

Outdoor Antennas 

If the distance from the transmit antenna to the receiver antenna is short, defined as maximum 

40 km from mast (Teracom, Antenntyper, 2015) the dipole antenna can be used in its original 

form. When the distance is longer than 40 km from the nearest mast, the dipole antenna needs 

to be amplified in order to receive desired signals. There are two types of amplifications; 

passive and active. Active amplification means adding external voltage to the antenna and 

passive means that the construction itself of the antenna is used to amplify the signals. 

Outdoor antennas mainly use passive amplification, meaning that the antennas are designed to 

collect signals from different directions from the electromagnetic waves and compress them 

in the most effective direction. This is essential in order to receive a stronger signal, due to the 

fact that electromagnetic waves have directions. There are three common types of passive 

amplified dipole antennas used outdoors; Yagi-antenna, Grid-antenna and Log-periodic 

antenna. 

Yagi-antenna 

A Yagi-antenna consists of one dipole antenna, attached to a centered rod, containing various 

numbers of directors, Figure 10. The directors are used to collect signals with lower signal 

strength and compress them in the most effective direction. More directors contribute to 

higher directivity and amplification for a specific frequency. This property result in good 

directivity, meaning narrow beam width and high gain, which makes it possible to receive 

signals from a longer distance (> 40 km). On the rear part of the dipole antenna reflectors are 

attached. The reflectors remove disturbing signals and increase the collection of desired 

signals, by enabling signals to bounce against its surface and hit the dipole antenna from more 

directions. The Yagi-antenna can receive both UHF and VHF signals, but needs to have 

different constructions for each band, due to the fact that the distance between the directors 

needs to be longer for receiving frequencies from the VHF band. The radiation pattern for a 

Yagi-antenna is shown in Figure 10, and illustrates what specifies a Yagi-antenna, namely 

high directivity and narrow beamwidth. 
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Figure 10. Shows a schematic picture of a Yagi-antenna with including components, and the 

radiation pattern (Televes, 2014/2015). 

Grid-antenna 

A Grid-antenna consists of one or several dipole antennas placed above each other. 

Characteristic properties for a Grid-antenna are the large reflectors, commonly shaped as a 

grid, placed behind the dipole antennas, Figure 11. Several dipole antennas in combinations 

with large reflectors contribute to a wide beam width. This means that the directivity is lower 

than the Yagi-antenna, but enables collections of signals from more various directions. This 

properties are suitable for placements relatively near the mast (0-40 km), with high risk that 

disturbing objects might occur. This antenna gives a consistent and good reception for the 

UHF band. The radiation pattern for a Grid-antenna is shown in Figure 11 and illustrates what 

specifies a grid antenna, which is low directivity and wide beamwidth. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Shows a schematic picture of a Grid-antenna with including components and the 

radiation pattern (Televes, 2014/2015). 

Log-periodic Antenna 

A Log-periodic antenna consists of several thin rods attached to one thicker centered rod, 

Figure 12. The thinner rods are working in pairs of three, the middle one works as a dipole, 

the front one as a director and the back one as a reflector. The specific property with a log-

periodic antenna is its possibility to switch which three of all thinner rods that is used, and 

that is depending on which frequency that is desired to receive. Compared to a Yagi-antenna, 

where one dipole antenna is adjusted to receive several frequencies, Log-periodic antennas 

has one dipole each for desired frequencies. This construction enables the antenna to receive a 

broad frequency range with consistent amplification, but less directivity than Yagi-antenna. 

Log-periodic is the only antenna that can handle both the UHF and VHF band, compared to 

Yagi- and Grid-antennas. The radiation pattern for a Log-periodic antenna is shown in Figure 

12, where its middle-high directivity and low reflection is illustrated. 
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Figure 12. Shows a schematic picture of a Log-periodic antenna with including components, 

and the radiation pattern (Televes, 2014/2015). 

Indoor Antennas 

Indoor antennas consist mainly of a dipole antenna and exist both in the form of a rod 

antenna, Figure 13, and a PCB, Figure 14. The rod antenna works as a half dipole, where the 

rod functions as one of the two dipole antenna rods vertically placed from the ground, the 

centered rod does not exist and the ground is working as the other antenna rod. The radiation 

pattern for an indoor antenna is shown in Figure 13, and illustrates what specifies an indoor 

rod antenna, low directivity and wide beam width. 

 

 
Figure 13. Shows a schematic illustration of a rod antenna and the radiation pattern 

(Televes, 2014/2015). 

 

When the dipole antenna is constructed as a PCB, the whole dipole and all including 

components are constructed as a constituent of the PCB, Figure 14. Outdoor antennas are 

amplified with the help of directors, passive amplification, and since indoor antennas only 

consist of a dipole it needs to be amplified actively, by adding extra voltage.  

 

 
Figure 14. Shows a schematic picture of an indoor antenna, designed as a PCB. 
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3. Investigation of Antennas and Potential Customers 

This chapter includes a market research of existing antennas and descriptions of current 

installation processes. Additional, a customer research including a survey, interviews and 

customer identification is implemented and the chapter ends with an empirical test, in form of 

a measurement, in order to see how well the theory corresponds to reality.  

  

3.1 Existing Antennas on the Market  
Television can be broadcasted through five different technologies, see Chapter 2.1 Television 

broadcast. When broadcasting TV through a terrestrial network, the user needs an antenna in 

order to receive the TV signals transmitted from the mast. There are different types and 

models of antennas on the market, suited for both outdoor and indoor placements. The three 

most common outdoor antennas are Yagi-, Gitter- and Log-periodic antenna (Teracom, 

Antenntyper, 2015). These three antennas functions with different technologies and exist in 

several varieties. 

Outdoor Antennas 

The number of directional rods for a Yagi-antenna can be between one and three, see Figure 

15. A higher number of rods result in possibilities to collect a wider frequency range. The end 

of the rods are connected in one point, otherwise at the top out from the dipole, or against the 

dipole. The size of reflectors can vary and have different shapes. Larger reflectors collect 

desired frequencies more effective and reduce more undesired frequencies. The number of 

directors can differ and more directors result in a stronger signal reaching the dipole antenna. 

 
 

Figure 15. Shows different varieties of Yagi-antennas, where the number of directional rods 

differs (Teknikmagasinet, 2015). 

Grid-antennas is more similar each other and do not exist in as many varieties as Yagi. The 

number of dipoles can vary and be placed above or below each other. It is common to have 

four dipole antennas above each other, with one common reflector behind, see Figure 16. 

 

        
Figure 16. Shows two different Grid-antennas, where the amount of dipoles varies (Kjell, 

2015). 
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The main difference within Log-periodic antennas is the length, number of directors and the 

shape of the directors connected to the rod, see Figure 17. A higher number of directors 

enable stronger signal for a larger amount of different frequencies. 

    
 

Figure 17. Shows two different types of Log-periodic antennas (x.net,2015). 

Indoor Antennas 

The varieties of indoor antennas are mainly based on the same technology, but exist in 

different designs and models. The different models of indoor antennas can be divided into 

three groups, Figure 18, and it exist several varieties of antennas within each group. All 

groups that have been examined are suited for both UHF and VHF signals and are amplified. 

First group consists of antennas including a base attached to one singular rod, A. Second 

group is similar to the first one except it consists of two rods attached to a base, with a 

circular wire between the rods, B. Antennas with an appearances as a box is defined as an 

own group were all necessary components is inbuilt in the design of the PCB, C. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 18. Shows different groups of indoor antennas (Euronics, 2015). 
 

Combined Antennas 

There is a trend of downsizing electronics, also regarding TV reception devices. When 

integrating a TV-antenna in another product, it is often desirable to reduce its size, which 

touches the antenna’s physical limits (Dr. Roy A, 2010). Existing antennas on the market that 

are combined or integrated with other products have been identified. Two products are from 

Funke Digital TV, where one is an antenna integrated in a device that enables TV on a 

smartphone, tablet or PC without any use of cables. The other is an antenna integrated in a 

USB, which also enables the customer to watch TV on a PC (Funke, 2015), see Figure 19 A 

and B. The third product combines an antenna with a display, which makes it possible to 

watch TV directly on the device (Phillips, 2015), see Figure 19 C. 

 
 

Figure 19. A, B, C shows three different combined antenna devices. 

A B C 

A B C 
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Current Installation of Antennas 

All antennas on the market require a different type of installation and usage of tools 

depending on the type of antenna, type of house and placement on or in the house. The 

placement of indoor antennas are preferred to be indoor due to their poor resistance to 

environmental conditions outdoors. It can be placed everywhere inside the house, were the 

reception is highest, which commonly occurs at the window, since glass blocks the signals 

less than walls, (Hans Lundén, Personal communication). For people living in houses, the 

most common placements of antennas can be seen in Figure 20, which is on the chimney or at 

the facade on the ends of the roof ridge. This installation always requires a pole for attach the 

antenna, in order to reach a desired height.  Specific attachment for both these placements is 

available on the market to facilitate the process, see Appendix III for more details. Even 

though it exist attachments for these two placements, as known, all houses are not identical in 

size and shape, which requires customized adjustment of the attachment. The attachment on 

the chimney exists in the form of straight plates, which needs to be bended according to the 

size and shape of the chimney. On the end of the roof ridge, a universal attachment can be 

used, since the attachment only needs a flat surface to be attached to, which also gives 

freedom of placement on the houses. If the antenna needs to be placed on other locations than 

at the chimney, or on the ends of the ridge, for example on the roof sides, a more thorough 

installation is required. That kind of installation is commonly more expensive since it requires 

a comprising process, usually executed by a professional installer with knowledge within 

roofing in order to ensure it is firmly sealed and stable enough to withstand external strains. 

Regardless of the type and placement of the antenna attachment, the help from a professional 

installer might be needed to direct the antenna for obtaining optimal reception. 

 

 
Figure 20. Shows the most common placement of antennas today, at the chimney, respectively 

at the end of the roof ridge. 

Today, the pole and antenna attachment can be used regardless from which type of antenna 

that is desired. Due to the fact that all needed parts; pole, antenna attachment, antenna and 

screws, can be bought separately the installation can be customized. Since the antenna needs 

to be directed to the nearest mast and within the same time be fastened, often by one person 

positioned 10 m over the ground, loose parts, including their fastening, contributes to 

difficulties while performing the installation. There is a law regarding which minimum height 

that is allowed for an installed item on a roof, due to snow depth. The placement of the item 

requires a minimum height of 600 mm above the roof surface in order to avoid damage (Hans 

Lundén, Personal communication). In order to reach above the regulations regarding allowed 

height, as well as increase the possibilities to receive signals, a pole is used. Two common 
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sizes of pole diameters are 38 mm and 50 mm (Digital Nordic, Maströr, 2015). Regardless of 

which type of antenna that is installed, indoors or outdoors, a cable needs to be connected 

between the antenna and the setup box, which is connected to the TV (Din byggare, Installera 

en TV-antenn, 2015). Except from only connecting the antenna to a setup box, which is the 

case for passive antennas, active antennas requires connection to outlets, meaning two cables 

needs to be connected to the antenna. A general description of an entire antenna installation 

can be seen in Appendix IV. 

3.2 Identification of the Customer 
According to the research question, see Chapter 1.3, factors that affect people using DTT are 

necessary to identify for fulfilling the purpose. To identify possible factors, a decomposition 

including different reasons for using DTT was exanimated. This was made with the Objective 

Tree Method, (Cross, 2008), Figure 21, which helps clarifies objectives that together 

constitutes the reason for choosing DTT. The problem was decomposed into five sub-areas; 

“Attractive product”, “Cheap product”, “Best antenna quality on the market”, “Easy solution” 

and “Added value”. These areas were further decomposed into objectives, describing options 

for what each area might mean. The purpose of using the Objective Three Method and create 

a decomposition of the objectives was to define a common interpretation of the meaning of all 

five objectives. Further on, when one or more objectives are chosen to develop, the meaning 

of them is already defined.  

 

 
 

Figure 21. A breakdown chart of how to keep and attract new customers using DTT. 

A thorough analyze of Objective Three Method was performed together with supervisors and 

experts at Teracom Boxer Group. All five generated sub-areas were discussed separately in 

order to identify which approach the final concept should have. “Cheap product” and “Best 
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antenna quality on the market” was decided to be excluded since it does not suit Teracom 

Boxer Group’s product portfolio. “Attractive product”, “Easy solution” and “Added value” 

were interesting approaches necessary to investigate further before deciding more specifically 

in which way these can be implemented in the final concept.  

Qualitative Interviews and Customer Survey 

In order to acquire deeper knowledge within antenna theory and understand the usage of 

antennas, and address the problem from customer’s perspectives, interviews and a survey 

were implemented.  

 

The interviews were arranged at Teracom with employers within various areas of expertise of 

antenna technology and transmission service. Areas of expertise the employees had were 

specifically within broadcast systems, image coding, radio transmission and broadcast 

antennas. The interviews included information regarding antenna theory and more specific 

about Teracom Sweden’s transmission service. A large part of the information consisted of 

obtaining knowledge regarding the process within Kaknäs tower, including ingoing and 

outgoing radio signals between Kaknäs tower to masts. Interviewing experts within these 

areas resulted in a theoretical understanding. In order to obtain knowledge from a practical 

perspective an installer with 40 years of expertise were interviewed. There are differences 

between how the antenna works in theory respectively in practice, mainly due to the existence 

of unpredictable environmental objects and the installation related to location. The interview 

resulted in information about practical issues that might occur during installation, both 

regarding reception of radio signals, placement and physical restrictions due to the 

installation. 

 

The interviews resulted in increased understanding within antenna theory, findings of 

interesting areas of improvements and knowledge necessary for establishing the survey. 

Potential areas of improvements with possibilities to be further investigated were following: 

 

 Installing process 

 Quality of antenna reception 

 Optimize antennas for specific frequencies 

 Combine TV-antenna with 2G antenna 

 Modern and innovative appearance 

 Reduction of antenna size 

 Integrate antenna with another product 

 

The survey was distributed to 3000 customers of Boxer and all customers of Boxer are 

already using either an outdoor or an indoor antenna. The survey was answered by 700 

people, equally distributed across Sweden with randomly age and gender, see Appendix V for 

the result of the survey. The survey consisted of 10 questions and in order to analyze the 

result, each question was broken down to indoor respectively outdoor antenna. Of all 

customers answering the survey, 63 % were above 50 years old, 80 % lives in a house, 78 % 

uses an outdoor antenna, 73% place their antenna on the roof and 94% is not disturbed by the 

placement. The most common reason for using an antenna and the DTT Network compared to 

other options for receiving TV was because 52 % of the customers consider it to be an easy 

solution. In general 30 % experience problems with the antenna and more specifically, users 

of indoor antennas experienced more problems and think that the placement of it is more 
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disturbing, compared to users of outdoor antennas. Of those that experience problem with 

their antenna 30% have problems with finding the right placement and 30% have difficulties 

with finding the optimal direction and directing it to the mast. If experienced problems were 

eliminated, 49 % are willing to buy a new antenna. One common problem that stakeholders 

experienced with antennas placed outside, mainly on the roof, was that they attract birds. 

Birds sitting on an antenna contribute to a decreased antenna reception. Another problem is 

also that birds emit dirt, which can contribute to high costs when the feces can lead to 

corrosive damage on properties. The dirt can contain bacterias in the form of salmonella and 

people can also experience a discomfort when many birds gather (Anticimex, Fågelsäkring, 

2015).  The antenna is perceived to have not an appealing appearance (not modern and 

unattractive) by 59%. People think antennas are an easy solution, but in fact only 25 % though 

that the antenna is easy to handle regarding its installation. Possible areas of improvements to 

include in the new concept were chosen based on the survey and observations of existing 

antennas. These areas are:  

 

 Reduction of size 

 The perception of being an easy solution should be kept 

 Be easy to handle, installation and adjustments 

 Not attract birds 

 Have a modern  and attractive appearance 

 Keep high quality 

Determining Characteristics (QFD)  

The outcome from the survey was summarized into customers’ requirements and desires for 

the antenna and in order to transform these into measureable properties for the product, a 

Quality Function Deployment, QFD, was implemented, (Ullman, 2010). The QFD resulted in 

the possibility to establish which 5 product properties that fulfills the customer requirements 

the most, these were; size, shape, amount of parts, be handled by one person and be adjustable 

horizontal and vertical. All these 5 product properties are crucial to have in mind when 

developing the new concept, in order to create a concept that fulfills what the customer wants. 

The QFD can be seen in Appendix VI. 

Customer Specification 

The final concept needs to suit both the customer and the company Teracom Boxer Group. 

The company’s vision, feeling, quality- and price level needs to be investigated, in order to 

create a representative concept from Teracom’s perspective and at the same time attract the 

defined customer group. The customers’ requirements has earlier been established and 

translated into product properties and in order develop a concept that fulfills these, the 

customer group also needs to be identified.  

 

Teracom Boxer Group’s lead words are; engaged, reliable and perceptive, and the market 

strategy is mediated to the customer through the statement – “freedom to easily enjoy the TV 

of your choice”.  One effective way to reach potential customers is by targeting a specific 

market (Porta. M, How to define your target market, 2010). This does not correspond to 

excluding people that not fit the criteria, it rather trying to increase the amount of potential 

clients by focusing the brand message to people that is more likely to buy the product. Two 

other aspects in order to define the customer group, according to Porta, are to inspect the 

competitors, and analyze the current customer base. Inspecting the competitors is essential in 
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order to differentiate from, and not go after, the same market and market strategy as the 

customers. When analyzing current customer base, the survey and market research was used, 

and according to that result, the typical customer were defined and is summarized in 

following sentences: 

 

 People living on the countryside/suburb 

 People that are quite  handy and have a practical sense  

 People that prefers quality and  practical products before aesthetic design and trends 

 

The defined customer group is mainly based on the market research and the performed 

survey, which partly also includes assumption regarding antenna user personas. Since 

majority of the customers that answered the survey are using an outdoor antenna, conclusions 

that these are living mainly on the countryside or in a suburb can be drawn, since indoor 

antennas are omnidirectional, meaning lower directivity and signal strength. The installation 

of TV-antennas is often complicated and requires knowledge within antenna technology and 

building and roof constructions. If not a professional installer is involved and executes the 

installation, the customers need to be handy and perform the installation on the roof on their 

own. According to the survey, one of the main reasons for people using DTT Network and a 

TV-antenna in order to watch TV is because it is seen as an easy solution. People experiences 

problems with its design and think it is disturbing in the meaning of not being attractive and 

gives an outdated expression. The combination of easiness and having focus on the 

functionality, and less attractive appearance might be translated into people prefers practical 

products and quality before aesthetic design. This can also mean that the defined customer 

cares about having a product that express its functionality and more of the quality rather than 

having it integrated in the environment. The properties of the defined customer group were 

summarized and translated into a mood board, Figure 22, in order to facilitate and understand 

which feeling the appearance of the product should express. 

 

 
 

Figure 22. Illustrates a mood board, used for identifying the customer group. 

According to the defined customer group and knowledge within antenna theory, see Chapter 2 

Theoretical Background of Antennas, specifications and properties suitable for the antenna 

was defined. The TV-antenna need to function properly on long distances, meaning that the 
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antenna reception should have a high quality on a distance approximately 40 km from nearest 

mast, since the defined customer lives on the countryside or suburb. To fulfill this 

requirement, an antenna with high directivity is preferable. All indoor antennas can be 

precluded, due to not having strong signal for long distances, meaning keep as high quality on 

the TV reception as possible, which has a direct relation to the antennas size and placement. 

Indoor antennas are only used when living near the mast (within 40 km) or when the signal 

strength is high inside the house. This is the reason for excluding all indoor antennas as 

possible technologies to base the final concept on. Since indoor placements of antennas 

decrease its signal strength this placement will be excluded as an option for the final solution. 

The customer identification resulted in conclusions of having an antenna placed outdoor with 

high directivity and suitable size in order to receive signals with high quality.  

3.3 Antenna Measurement 
The new concept will be developed based on an existing antenna and in order to choose the 

most suitable type of antenna for people living at a long distance form the nearest mast, 

approximately 40 km, a measurement was executed. The measurement consisted of seven 

different antenna types that were compared against each other, and analyzed in order to 

investigate how well the practical measurements correspond to the antenna theory in Chapter 

2.2 Antenna Theory. The measurement was also executed in order to evaluate which antenna 

that has the best properties in general for all tested locations. Before executing the 

measurements, important factors that have direct relation to antenna reception have been 

specified, likewise the definition of a satisfactorily TV reception.  

 

Essential factors and parameters for antenna reception have been specified in order to receive 

desired result from the measurement. Three factors that have a great influence on the quality 

of antenna reception are: 

 

 Antenna type 

 Antenna location (distance to mast and disturbing objects) 

 Antenna installation 

 

Antennas are designed with different properties in order to suit various circumstances, 

meaning that an antenna optimized for all locations does not exist. The factor antenna 

location includes both distance to mast and disturbing objects in between, which affect the 

choice of antenna type. When the antenna location and type has been executed the procedure 

is finalized with installation. Horizontal, vertical and rotational adjustments are essential for 

achieving optimal reception for specific cases. Lack of knowledge within antenna technology 

may contribute to incorrect installation, although the antenna type is suitable for the specific 

location.  

 

Antenna reception is measured in signal strength and when measuring signal strength, there 

are several parameters which measures different values. For this measurement, three 

parameters that has great influence on antenna reception where chosen, these were: 

 

 Carrier Signal Power, C 

 Carrier Signal Power over Noise Power, C/N (Gain) 

 Spectrum Evenness, Spec 
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Carrier Signal Power 

The power of the signal strength is defined carrier signal power and is measured as the highest 

power the signal reaches for each frequency. Figure 23 A illustrates a bar, where the height of 

it represents the signal power. The power is measured as average of all tops within the 

channel, and summarized as LV below the graph. 

 

Carrier Signal Power over Noise  

A high signal power does necessarily not result in high signal strength. An antenna with high 

signal power might contain a high level of noise, which has negative impact on the outcome 

of the total signal strength. According to that, measuring the ratio between carrier signal 

strength and noise is essential in order to receive the actual signal strength. Figure 23 B 

illustrates a case where both carrier signal power and noise are high. The carrier signal power 

is the top value of the bar, and the noise is illustrated as the diagonal sides out from the bar. In 

order to receive any TV reception, the ratio C/N need to have a minimum value of 21. The 

meaning of noise within the ratio C/N refers to both external disturbances and internal noise. 

Vehicles passing by, signals from other medias, buildings and humidity in the nature are few 

examples of what classifies external disturbances of an antenna. Internal noise refers to 

objects that radiate heat, which are all objects on earth that have a temperature above absolute 

zero-point. For this reason, internal noise cannot be avoided. Both passive and active antennas 

are affected by external disturbances and internal noise. For passive antennas, internal noise is 

neglected, due to a small impact. In active antennas the internal noise cannot be neglected, 

since they are fed with 5V, which contributes to increased internal noise. 

 

Spectrum Evenness (Spec) 

The definition of spectrum evenness refers to the difference of carrier signal power between 

all frequencies within the chosen channel. If all frequencies within the channel had 

approximately the same carrier signal power, the bar would be horizontally even. Figure 23 C 

illustrates an uneven spec. An even spec results in possibilities to add extra voltage and 

acquire a higher total signal power for that channel. If extra voltage is added to an uneven 

spec, the frequencies with highest power within the channel might be too high, which in turn 

will decrease the total signal power.  

 

               
 

 

Figure 23. Shows the display of measurements with a prolink3 for three different cases.  

Experiment within Antenna Measurement  

The location of the experiment was carried out in Stockholm city, at Polhemsgatan 35. The 

distance between the experiment location and the nearest mast, Nacka mast at Östervägen, is 

8, 4 km. In order to acquire a reliable result, seven antennas with different characteristics were 

measured at three different locations. All antennas were directed to the nearest mast, Nacka 

mast, and the signals were blocked by buildings and environmental objects. The antennas 

were categorized as outdoor, indoor and a combination of both an indoor and an outdoor 

A B C 
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antenna, likewise if the antennas were passive or active. Testing different antennas was 

crucial in order to establish how their characteristics stand in relation to measured parameters. 

The antennas that were chosen to be measured was the three most common outdoor antennas, 

(1)-(4), small Log-periodic, large log-periodic, Yagi and Grid-antenna, all passive amplified. 

Three antennas with active amplification were also chosen, number (5)-(7) these were one 

outdoor antenna, one indoor antenna and one combined, suitable both outside and inside. See 

Appendix VII for more details and results from the measurement. 

 

Prolink 3 was attached to each of the antennas with a 6 m coax cable and the same cable was 

used for all antennas. Each parameter, C, C/N, and Spec, were measured for the three most 

common channels; 23, 42 and 50. Two of the parameters, C/N and C, were displayed on the 

Prolink 3 as numbers. The third parameter, spec, was displayed as a bar, illustrating 

frequencies for the chosen channels. The Spec evenness was rated on a scale from 1-5, were 1 

represented an uneven spec and 5 an even spec. The amplified antennas were attached to a 

voltage amplifier of 5V to measure the antennas as customer uses them, which is as active.  

 

Table 1 shows the results from measurement on location 1. 

 

Table 1. Measurement on location 1, indoor. 

Antenna C/N (average) C/N difference Spec Power (average) 
1 Small log-periodic 40 10,3 3,7 62 

2 Large log-periodic 37 11 3,7 38 

3 Yagi 48 8,5 3 74 

4 Grid 29 0,6 2 51 

5 Outdoor DSC310 36 12,5 3 58 

6 Combined DSC500E 42 6 3 68 

7 Indoor DSC550 51 12,5 3,7 73 

 

A small C/N difference and an even spec are preferable when the antenna should be 

amplified. The power will increase when an antenna is amplified, but if the C/N difference is 

high or the Spec is uneven, the signals will not be better with an amplifier. A small C/N 

difference and an even Spec are therefore crucial when choosing the best antenna for these 

three locations. For location 1, the three antennas with smallest C/N difference, respectively 

an even Spec were; Small log-periodic, Yagi and CombinedDSC550E. Since Grid had the 

lowest Spec evenness, and Large log-periodic and IndoorDSC550 had the highest C/N 

difference, these were precluded. All antennas were measured at a second location and the 

results can be seen in Table 2. 

Table 2. Measurements location 2, indoor. 

Antenna C/N (average) C/N difference Spec Power (average) 
1 Small log-periodic 32 9 3,7 53 

2 Large log-periodic 32 11,9 3 54 

3 Yagi 38 5,8 5 60 

4 Grid 27 10 2,3 49 

5 Outdoor DSC310 49 10,3 4,3 72 

6 Combined DSC500E 48 7 3,7 71 

7 Indoor DSC550 47 12,9 1,7 69 
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Measurements on location 2 were analyzed on the same basis as for measurement on location 

1. The three antennas with smallest C/N difference, and also an even spec were the same as 

on location 1, where OutdoorDSC310 were precluded since it had the highest C/N difference. 

The three antennas with most even spec and a small C/N difference from the two first 

measurements were measured at a third location, outdoor, see Figure 24 for the antenna 

measurement setup. 

 

Figure 24. Shows the setup for the third measurement location. 

The outdoor setup measurement resulted in crucial data for choosing the final antenna, see 

Table 3. 

Table 3. Measurements on location 3, outdoor. 

Antenna C/N (average) C/N difference Spec Power (average) 
1 Small log-periodic 50 6 2,3 69 

3 Yagi 47 4 3 67 

6 Combined DSC500E 52 12 1,7 62 

 

The third measurement resulted in Yagi having the smallest C/N difference and also the most 

even spec. According to defined customer group, Chapter 3.3 Antenna Measurement, an 

antenna working on long distance from the mast is required, which according to antenna 

construction Chapter 2.3 Antenna Design and Functionality, is suitable for a Yagi antenna. 

Measurements on location 1 and 2 showed that the three antennas with active amplification 

had consistently high power. Essential conditions when using active amplification is a small 

C/N and high spec evenness. Since Yagi had the lowest C/N difference and most even spec of 

all antennas measured, it would be preferable to add external voltage to it and make it an 

active Yagi antenna, to increase the power strength. According to a recent study executed by 

Funke containing a comparison between a passive Yagi, and an active Yagi, showed that an 

active Yagi receives higher power strength than a non-active Yagi, (Funke Digital TV, Lab 

Measurements Report, 2015). The measurement compared the passive Yagi antenna, Triax 

Digi14, and the active Yagi antenna, Funke YagiNX. 

Prolink 3 Yagi 
Small 

log-periodic 

Combined  
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Since the power of an active Yagi is higher, the physical size can be smaller, due to the 

relation of antenna size and strength. The Yagi Digi14 is 1015 x 420 mm and the YagiNX is 

370 x 150 mm. Figure 25 shows the result from comparing the two antennas, the YagiNX in 

blue and the Digi14 in red, the measured parameters is Gain (dBi) over frequency (MHz), for 

two different channels (21 and 60). 

 

 

 

Figure 25. Illustrates the result of a measurement comparing a passive Yagi antenna with an 

active (Funke Digital TV, Lab measurements report, 2015). 

Properties the chosen TV-antenna requires in order to satisfy and reach the defined customer 

group, see Chapter 3.2 Customer research, the main property for the TV-antenna is to have a 

high directivity. High directivity can be reach either by having a large antenna with a high 

number of directors, or by making it active by amplifying the signal. To receive good results 

when using an amplifier, the quality, mainly in form of Gain, needs to be high. One possible 

area of improvements based on the survey was to reduce the TV-antennas size. According to 

this, in combination with the desire to have high directivity, an active antenna seemed 

suitable. The measurement resulted in a passive Yagi having most suitable properties and 

would have an even better performance if it was amplified. Based on the measurements and 

the report regarding Lab Measurements, executed by Funke Digital TV, Funke YagiNX was 

the chosen TV-antenna and was implemented in the final concept, see Figure 26. Product 

specifications for the chosen YagiNX can be seen in Appendix VIII. 

 

Figure 26. Shows an active amplified Yagi called Funke YagiNX (Funke Digital TV, Lab 

Measurements Report, 2015). 
 

During 2017, the 700 MHz frequency band, which today is used for digital television, will be 

used by mobile network instead, (DN, 2015). Adjustment in form of 10 mm longer directors, 

as well as extended length of 10 mm for the dipole and some copper components is required, 
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in order to function after the reduction of the 700 MHz band, (André Wieferink, personal 

conversation). 

3.4 Focus Areas for Fulfilling the Research Question 
The research question is to investigate how the design of a digital TV-antenna can be 

improved in order to increase the number of customers using the DTT Network. It was 

necessary to break down the broad formulation of the research question in order to identify 

possible focus areas for fulfilling the purpose. This was made through a thorough research for 

obtaining knowledge regarding the areas, see Chapter 2 Theoretical Background of Antennas 

until Chapter 3 Investigation of Antennas and Potential Customers. 

 

Based on the research question, three focus areas were formulated: 

 

1. Integration of a product in an existing outdoor digital TV-antenna, in order to obtain 

added value for the customer. 

 

2. Improvements of the digital TV-antenna’s appearance.  

 

3. Improvement of the installation of a digital TV-antenna. 

 

These areas represent the base for the concept development of the final solution.   
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4. Concept Development for the Antenna 

This chapter starts with idea generation, including brainstorming, specification of 

requirement and design restrictions. It continues with concept generation, where a 

morphological chart is used and continues with description of each concept generated. The 

chapter ends with a concept evaluation and development.  

 

4.1 Idea Generation 
The idea generation phase contains brainstorming in order to clarify and generate ideas of 

possible solutions within the area Added Value. All ideas will contain several sub-ideas, more 

specific for different solutions. When both one idea and one of all including sub-ideas are 

chosen, these will constitute a final alternative. Specification of requirements and design 

restriction will be based on chosen alternative, and further on, concept generation will 

following as the next step. 

Brainstorming 

The concept generation phase was mainly based on the Objective Tree Method, which was 

implemented in Chapter 3.2 Identification of the Customer. The Objective Tree Method 

consisted of five areas, all of them possible options for solving the main problem; Keep and 

attract new customers to DTT. The area with most potential of improvements was chosen to 

be added value, after discussions with employers at the company and according to the 

project's boundaries. This area was used in the brainstorming phase and divided into five 

relevant sub areas; interior, display, technology, outdoor and indoor electronics, see Figure 

27. 

 

 
Figure 27. Brainstorming within five different areas chosen from the topic added value. 
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Of all ideas generated within Added Value and including sub-areas, discussion with the 

company and supervisors resulted in choosing the area Technology as the one with most 

potential for fulfilling the projects research questions. Ideas generated within the area 

technology were separately researched in order to find which one that is most relevant and 

suitable to integrate with the TV-antenna. Research regarding mobile coverage in areas 

outside cities indicates a need of better 2G, 3G and 4G reception.  

 

The four different networks for mobile communication in Sweden and Denmark are 2G 

(GSM), 3G (UMTS), 3G (CDMA450) and 4G, (Telekområdgivarna, nät, 2015). 2G network 

is the most common system in Europe and enables users to speak and send data and fax. The 

transfer speed is higher for 3G which, except from sound and text, enables the user to send 

and receive graphics and moving images. With 3G it is possible to stream music and watch 

TV since it can be used for wireless broadband. The development of 4G is still ongoing and 

works as a combination of 2G and 3G, where the transfer speed is faster than 3G. 

 

Recent published reports from Swedish Television (SVT) on commission from Post och 

Telestyrelsen (PTS), indicates on a need for improved mobile coverage on several locations in 

Sweden. Only 60 percent of the Swedish population has the opportunity to have good mobile 

connection, (Sverigesradio, 2015) and 85 percent of Norrbotten has completely lack of 4G 

coverage, (SVT, 2015). The goal for four different telecommunication companies in Sweden 

is to cover 90 percent of the entire area of Sweden with 4G network (SVT, Telia, 2015). 

Today, 20 percent of Sweden’s area has a lack of mobile coverage and 52 percent has a lack 

of 4G coverage, confirmed in a report executed by PTS (Visma, 2015).  

 

Frequencies for 2G, 3G and 4G can be received with the same antenna, since these 

frequencies exist within the same frequency range. Determining for which network, 2G, 3G or 

4G, to use depends on the type of transmitting antenna. In order to find a solution available 

for a wide customer group, it is desired to have an antenna that can receive 2G, 3G and 4G, 

and according to the customer needs, be used for all areas, depending on which transmitting 

antenna that is used.  

 

Based on the recent published reports regarding mobile coverage, the survey and discussions 

with supervisors, a final alternative were formulated. Figure 28 shows a schematic illustration 

of the formulated alternative, where it is determined that a 2G/3G/4G-antenna should be 

integrated to the TV-antenna, located on the roof. Both cables will be led down inside the 

house and the TV-antenna will be connected to a TV or setup box, and the 2G/3G/4G-antenna 

can be connected to different devices. According to the customers’ need and equipment, the 

2G/3G/4G-antenna can be attached to a router or associated transmitting antenna. Hereinafter 

the 2G/3G/4G-antenna is called only 4G-antenna.  
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Figure 28. Shows a schematic illustration of the final alternative, suitable for further 

development. 

The final alternative, which consists of a TV-antenna and a 4G-antenna, is hereinafter called 

only antenna when referring to the entire concept. When referring to them separately, they are 

called TV-antenna and 4G-antennas. 

Specification of Requirements  

When the alternative to base further concept generation on was formulated, a specification of 

requirements was established, see Appendix IX. The specification of requirements contains 

both measureable product requirements as well as customer desires for the alternative, in 

order to fulfil the research question. Since the idea generation phase and the concept 

development phase is iterative processes, the specification of requirements are adjusted 

several times, to suit new changes.  

Areas of Improvement 

To summarize the research, interviews and tests regarding possible areas of how the new 

antenna can be improved, chosen areas are listed below: 

 

 Make the TV-antenna suitable for 700 MHz band  

 Integrate a 4G-antenna with the TV-antenna 

 Simplified installations process  

 Increased amount of installation locations on the roof 

 Not attract birds 

 Make it easier to find nearest mast during installation 

 Make a modern appearance 

 

Appearance Restrictions 
A design analysis was implemented to clarify Teracom Boxer Group’s company profile in 

order to develop a concept for an antenna where its esthetical design matches the companies 

design restrictions. In Chapter 3.2 Identification of the Customer, the customer group was 

specified by illustration the typical persona using an antenna. In order to create a successful 

product, the product should not only satisfy its functional purpose, the product appearance is 

also an important factor which the customers and the company should be able to identify 

themselves with. 

Antenna 
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An investigation of what Teracom and Boxers are associated with, regarding shape, color, 

features etc., was made, in order to understand how a potential appearance of an antenna 

could look like. Teracom does not sell any physical products, since they are focusing on radio 

and TV broadcasting. Boxer is on the other hand offering customer physical products when 

signing up to use their channel selection (Boxer, TV, 2015). Boxer’s current products on the 

market were analyzed, and together with the company’s lead word as well as associated 

words resulted in following design restrictions: 

 

 Easiness 

 Simplicity 

 Be used by everyone 

 Be affordable for everyone 

 Flexibility 

 Basic 

 

These words were converted to illustrations and combined to a mood board, in order to get a 

visual overview of what the identified words actual mean when they are put into a physical 

context. See Figure 29 for an illustration of the mood board.  

 

 
 

Figure 29. Is an illustration of the company’s core values. 

In order to create a good design for the antenna, suitable for the company and their design 

restrictions, an investigation of what a good design actually means was executed. One of the 

most influential product design developer during all times is called Dieter Rams. He is best 

known for his design for the consumer company Braun AG where he generated a timeless 

quality in his products. As a good design cannot be measured in a finite way Dieter Rams 

expressed the ten most significant principles for what he considered was a good design 

(Vitsoe, Ten principles of good design, 2015) and can be seen in Appendix X. 

 

The ten principles in combination with the mood board for the company were going to be the 

basis for the design choices for the antenna. In order to supplement the design approach that 

the developed antenna was going to have, an additional mood board was created based on 

inspiring design which to a certain extent could be applied on the antenna to obtain a new 

design appearance. See Figure 30 for the mood board.  
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Figure 30. An inspirational mood board for new antenna appearance. 

4.2 Options for a 4G-Antenna 
Since the 4G-antenna does not require any adjustment after installation, one existing antenna 

from the market will be chosen to integrate in the concept. There is a great assortment of these 

kinds of antennas on the market, and in in order to choose one suitable antenna for this 

purpose, determining parameters to base the decision on was antenna gain and size. The Gain 

should be between 1 and 3 dBi and the size as small as possible to suit the concepts design. 

Table 4 shows five possible options of antennas, and according to a combination of high gain 

and small size, number 2 were chosen as the most suitable one to integrate to the TV-antenna.  

 

Table 4. Shows different options for possible 4G-antenna to integrate with the TV-antenna 

(Induowireless, 2015), (3Grouterstore, 2015). The size is given in millimeter and the Gain in 

dBi. 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gain: 2 

Size: 95 x 25 

Gain: 2,8 

Size: 159 x 34 

Gain: 5 

Size: 354 x 45 

Gain: 2,1 

Size 61 x 38 

Gain: 3,9 

Size: 187 x 106 

 

4.3 Concept Generation of Antenna Integration 
A Morphologic Matrix (Ullman, 2010) was used after the brainstorming phase, see Chapter 

4.1 Idea Generation, in order to combine different ideas and establish possible concepts of 

how the 4G- and the TV-antenna could be combined together and which mechanism that is 

suitable to fulfill the specification of requirements, Appendix IX. The sub-functions were the 

investigation areas that were going to be brainstormed around and as a result generate 

different solutions for each sub-function. The sub-functions are represented by the rows and 

were divided into nine different functions. Columns (1-7) are representing different 
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combinations of solutions, which together form a concept. See Figure 31 for an overview of 

the Morphological Matrix.  

 

 
 

Figure 31. Shows a morphological chart used for formulate concepts. 

The Morphological Matrix resulted in seven concepts that can be seen in Appendix XI. After 

the first round of concept creation a second iteration was made to improve the existing 

concepts. The concepts were narrowed down to five, and were color coded in the 

Morphological Matrix, where each color represents a separate concept. 

Concept Description  

The five different concepts shown in Figure 31 and represents possible solutions for different 

mechanism that can attach the 4G- and TV-antenna into one product. Each of these five 

concepts was developed separately with the specification of requirements both for the TV-

antenna and the 4G-antenna in mind. The five concepts have some similarity regarding their 

functions, due to distance requirement between the two antennas, and due to some function. 

According to the specification of requirement for the concept seen as one unit, the TV-

antenna should be able to rotate horizontally, be tilted vertically and be rotated depending on 

desired polarization. The 4G-antenna does not need any options for adjustment since it is 

omnidirectional, and according to that fact only needs to be attached once without 

adjustments. Different concepts of attachment for the 4G-antenna will be generated separately 

and will be chosen from current assortment on the market. All generated concepts consist of 

different options for the TV-antenna attachment. 

 

Concept 1 is shown in Figure 32, and consists of a ball, which is used for vertical tilt and 

polarization adjustment. The horizontal rotation works by the help of a track connecting the 

bottom part with the antenna and enables free rotation. The rotation is locked by a snap fit 
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when desired position is reached. This concept facilitates polarization adjustment, since the 

parts are connected to each other the whole time. When the TV-antenna always is attached to 

the main body, it decreases the amounts of parts, but makes it more difficult to disassemble 

and package. 

 
 

Figure 32. Concept 1, horizontal rotation works by tracks and ball for tilt and polarization 

adjustment. 

Concept 2 is illustrated in Figure 33 and consists of a ball for vertical tilt, and the shape of the 

end of the TV-antenna is used for polarization adjustment. In order to change polarization, the 

TV-antenna need to be attach in the desired polarization in the beginning and cannot be 

changed without disassemble the part. The horizontal rotation works by a track around the 

pole and is locked with clamping screw. 

 

 

Figure 33. Concept 2 consists of a ball with formed conditioned attachment for TV-antenna, 

and clamping screw. 
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Concept 3 is similar to concept 2 except from the attachment of the TV-antenna to the main 

body including the vertical tilt mechanism and the polarization adjustment, see Figure 34. 

Instead of a form-conditioned part as in concept 2, the polarization is adjusted by placing the 

arms on the TV-antenna on the cube, either vertically or horizontally. The polarization is 

locked with a screw. This concept does also require to be correctly attached according to 

desired polarization from the beginning but facilitate disassembling and packaging.  

 

Figure 34. Shows concepts 3 which work by a hinge and are fastened with a screw. 

Concepts 4 consist of a hinge and a clamping screw in order to install vertical tilt, Figure 35. 

The rare part of the TV-antenna is shaped as a hinge, and the angle of the tilt is adjusted by 

the clamping screw. This tilt mechanism enables the TV-antenna to be tilted in one step, 

without first change the angle, and then lock it. The horizontal rotation works by tracks 

directly shape don the pole and is locked by one more clamping screw. The polarization 

adjustment requires an extra step. The front part of the TV-antenna is separated from the back 

part with tracks. This enables the end of the antenna to be installed after desired polarization 

by the shape and friction within the tracks. 

 
 

Figure 35. Shows how concept 4 works were a hinge is used for tilt, tracks for rotation and 

shape for polarization direction.  
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Concept 5 has a different mechanism for the polarization adjustment. It consists of a plate, 

which can rotate 90 degrees in a track in order to change polarization, see Figure 36. The 

plate is locked with a screw when desired angle is reached. The TV-antenna can rotate by 

tracks directly shaped on the pole and is locked by a nut, fastened by the help of the threaded 

pole. This concept does not have any function for vertical tilt. 

 
 

Figure 36. Concept 5 works with rotatable plates for polarization adjustment, tracks and nut 

to lock rotation. 

Concept Evaluation  

In order to choose one concept to develop all five concepts were compared against each other 

and the specification of requirements in order to evaluate how well each of them fulfills the 

customer’s requirements. Since all customer requirements are not equally important in order 

to fulfil the customer goal -to have an improved antenna, the requirements were summarized 

into two groups, easy installation and stable construction. The two groups were given a value, 

representing its importance relative each other. The concept evaluation was performed with 

Weighted Objective Method (Cross, 2008), see Figure 37, were the two groups followed by 

decomposed requirements describing their meaning. The usage of Weighted Objective Method 

makes each requirement comparable against each other, and their values are used in order to 

complement the Evaluation Matrix (Ullman, 2010). 

 
 

Figure 37. Weighted Objective Tree method, used for internal relative importance between 

requirements. 
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The Evaluation Matrix was chosen as a method due to the fact that it compares each concept 

against each other in a simple and clear way, and at the same time compares each requirement 

against each concept, sees Table 5. The estimated value of how well each concept suits every 

requirement is represented with a number from 1 to 5.  The total sum, illustrated at the bottom 

of the table, represents the estimated number, multiplied with the values for each requirement. 

Concept 1 and 2 is market in the table with a red frame for receiving the highest scores.  

 

Table 5. Evaluation matrix for all concepts including relevant importance for each 

requirement. 
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Easy to rotate 0,13 3 3 3 3 3 

Easy to fix rotation 0,11 5 1 1 1 3 

Easy to tilt 0,11 5 3 3 5 - 

Easy to fix tilt 0,09 3 3 3 5 - 

Easy to set 

polarization 

position 

0,16 3 3 1 3 5 

Stability of rotation 0,07 1 5 5 3 5 

Stability of fixed 

position (rotation) 

0,11 3 3 3 3 5 

 

Stability of tilt 0,03 1 1 3 5 - 

Stability of fixed 

position (tilt) 

0,06 1 3 5 1 - 

Stability of 

polarization 

position 

0,13 3 5 5 1 3 

Sum  3,12 3,12 2,98 2,86 2,81 

 

Before choosing one final concept, the result from the matrix needs to be verified, in order to 

ensure that the concept with highest score represents the concept with most potential to fulfil 

the purpose. The verification can be performed by the usage of prototypes and related tests.  

Prototypes and Tests 

Prototypes and tests were executed on the tilt and rotation function of the TV-antenna, in 

order to investigate if these can stand potential forces in situations it might be exposed for. 

For the tilt function, two of the concepts contained varieties based on a ball joint, see concept 

1 and 2. In order to investigate required size of the ball and its possibility to extend forces in 

different situations it might be exposed for, both a virtual prototype and a physical were 

made. Figure 38 shows the virtual prototype, which was made in order to illustrate the ball in 

its right context and analyze it when it is correctly positioned and investigate its movement’s 

relative its cavity. The virtual prototype also enabled a simulation of the tilt, which is 

necessary in order to control if the number of degrees correspond to the specification of 

requirements. 
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Figure 38. A virtual prototype of the ball joint mechanism. 

The virtual prototype did not generate sufficient information regarding the stability of the ball 

and how much load it can handle. One requirement from the specification is that the antenna 

should stand the weight of a bird and wind loads. Therefore the ball joint needed to be tested 

to ensure that the requirements are fulfilled. In order to test the ball joint, a physical prototype 

scale 1:1 was produced. The physical prototype can be seen in Figure 39 and consist of a ball, 

equipped with a pipe that represents the TV-antenna, and is tightened between two plates 

placed on each side of the ball, fastened with two screws. The plates were produced in foam 

and the cavity was hollowed out by hand to suit the size of the ball, which was golf ball. The 

two used screws were of the type M6, with including plates and nuts. The pipe was made of 

aluminum with a diameter of 10 mm. The test was implemented on the prototype in order to 

measure which load the ball can handle before starting to rotate from its original position. The 

test consisted of a dynamometer, attached to the end of the pipe, and the prototype was placed 

on a flat surface. Forces were applied to the dynamometer and the moment for the initial 

rotation off the ball was observed and its corresponding load was noted. The average of 

applied loads the prototype managing to stand, was a weight of 1.5 kg before starting to 

rotate. This result was calculated based on five separate tests. The result is not sufficient 

according to the specification of requirements, which is determined to 10 kg, based on the 

weight of a bird including a high margin. The test showed that it is not possible to tighten the 

ball enough in order to withstand a higher weight than the average measured load. This means 

that the ball joint could definitely not handle the defined weight in the specification of 

requirements. Another conclusion drawn from the test was that both the ball and the plates on 

each side require a high accuracy in surface finish in order to work satisfactorily. Higher 

surface finish results in that a larger area of the ball is in contact with its cavity, which leads 

to higher friction in the joint. 

 

TV antenna 

4G-antenna 

Ball joint 

Rotation 

 axis 
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Figure 39. A physical prototype of the ball joint mechanism. 

The rotation of the TV-antenna can be locked with two different options. Concept 1 is based 

on a snap fit, and concept 2-5 is based on a screw, which locks the rotation, by pressure. Since 

concept 1 received one of the highest scores from Evaluation Matrix, it was decided to 

investigate the snap fit mechanism in order to analyze if it would be a possible solution for the 

locking. Using a screw for locking a rotation is common in numerous existing products since 

it is a standard solution. According to that, no prototype only focusing on analyzing the screw 

was produced. The investigation resulted in the decision that a stronger construction of the 

snap fit mechanism is required. The snap fit was developed into a hook version, and was 

produced as virtual prototype. This was made in order to analyze the hook in its right context, 

its robustness, its movement and position along the pole, on which it should be mounted. One 

option for the design can be seen in Figure 40. The virtual prototype indicated on a high level 

of complexity of including components, partly according to the small size which is required in 

order to suit a pole diameter of 38 mm. In order for the hook to lock the rotation, its handle 

needs to pass a certain point. This indicated on complications, since the pole blocks the path 

required for the handle in order to be completely locked. In order to use this mechanism some 

of the including components need to have a larger dimension, which results in an unnecessary 

complicated and large mechanism. Similar hooks and snap fit mechanism can be found in 

other existing products, but often with purpose to be used frequently. Since this installation 

only need to be done once, this solution was precluded. By analyzing the virtual prototype 

sufficient information was given and no physical prototype was necessary. 

 

 
Figure 40. Shows the snap fit mechanism for locking the rotation. 

Since the prototypes for both the ball joint and the hook mechanism, from concept 1 and 2, 

not delivered desired results, concept 3, which had the third best score in Evaluation Matrix 

Handle 

Pole 

Hook 

Rotation 

 axis 
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was analyzed in order to evaluate its potential of being the final concept. Instead of using a 

ball joint, this concept was based on a cubic-shaped end to enable the tilt of the TV-antenna. 

For locking its rotation, the hook mechanism was replaced with a screw-based locking 

mechanism. The attachment of the TV-antenna was developed into a more reliable 

construction, containing arms that create pressure on the sides of the cube when tightening the 

screw. This solution generates a larger flat surface, which handles applied loads, stated in the 

specification of requirements, with a higher certainty than the ball joint. When deciding how 

to construct the screw for locking the rotation axis, ideas regarding a clamping screw were 

discussed. Since the case for locking the rotation appears in a similar way as locking bike 

seats, a bike seat mechanism was investigated and applied on the concept. The bike seat 

mechanism contains of a clamping ring and a screw that is tightened around its axis. The 

screw consists of a handle, similar to the hook mechanism, but placed horizontally. Figure 41 

shows the development of concept 3. 

 

                             
Figure 41. A virtual prototype of concept 3, including the cube and a clamp ring. 

The final concept was developed based on a combination of the evaluation matrix, analyses 

and tests of prototypes and discussions with an antenna installer and supervisors. Due to the 

importance of easiness and simplicity, both during installation and usage and the fact that it 

should only be installed once, reduces concept 5 as an option and confirms the elimination of 

concept 1, since both concepts consist of functions suitable to do several times. When 

fastening a component, it can be advantageous to first adjust it with one mechanism, and then 

lock it with another, instead of having both functions in the same mechanism. By separating 

those steps, the component will be easier to install and also more stable in its locked position. 

With this aspect in mind, concept 4 was precluded. The easiness of concept 3 compared to 

concept 2, regarding their potential of being robust and stable, was the determining 

motivation for choosing concept 3 as the final one.  

4.4 Concept Generation of Roof Attachment 
After evaluating and choosing the final concept, both regarding which technology to integrate 

and which mechanisms for enable desired functions, one area to investigate further was the 

attachment possibilities on the roof. According to the result from the survey, Appendix V, 

73% of all customers that uses an outdoor antenna are placing them somewhere on the roof. 

The interview with the antenna installer, (Hans Lundén, personal communication) and the 

execution of the antenna measurements, Chapter 3.3 Antenna Measurement, showed that the 
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best placement of an outdoor antenna is on the roof. The roof is the most suitable position for 

an antenna, since it is the highest point of the house and due to that the signal strength is 

affected negative by all items that come between the antenna and the mast, this position can 

increase the chance to receive improved reception. Conclusions that could be taken after the 

market investigation, interviews and the antenna measurements was that the signal strength of 

an antenna, positioned on the roof, changes considerably for every small adjustment of the 

antenna that is made. This indicates that the two most common placements of an outdoor 

antenna today, Chapter 3.1 Current installation of antennas, does not necessarily constitute to 

the optimal placement of an antenna for each and every house. By obtaining knowledge 

within antenna reception and regarding existing placement options, decision was made to 

increase possible options for antenna placement on the roof, without the need of an expensive, 

customized installation. The increased option of antenna positions was decided to be along the 

entire roof ridge, since this is the highest point on the roof. Before generating ideas regarding 

the antenna attachment an investigation was made to gain knowledge about the basics behind 

the construction of a tiled roof (Din byggare, Lägga tak, 2015), see Appendix XII, for a 

detailed description of roof construction, specifically the ridge. The method Brainstorming 

was used for generating ideas concerning the new universal attachment, suitable along the 

entire roof ridge, for all angled tile roofs. Below follows three different concepts for a 

possible attachment on the roof ridge. 

 

The idea in concept 1 is to replace an existing ridge tile with the new attachment where the 

main body, constructed in metal, has the same shape as a ridge tile. In the middle of the ride 

attachment, a pipe is welded to the main body for inserting a pole that is connected to the 

antenna. The pole connected to the antenna is mounted to the ridge attachment by two or three 

screws, in the same way as a Christmas tree is fixed to its stand. The attachment is connected 

to the ridge board with two screws on each side, see Figure 42.  

 

 

Figure 42. Shows the attachment for concept 1. 

Concept 2 is a ridge attachment with a metal construction, where the idea is to place the 

attachment around an existing ridge tile. The attachment will be placed under the tile by snap 

fits and go around the tile’s surface and be fixed by clamping forces. By having two screws, 

one on each end, the clamping force can be adjusted. The pole that is connected to the antenna 

will be mounted in the attachment by screws in the same way as concept 1. See Figure 43 for 

and illustration of concept 2.   
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Figure 43. Shows the attachment for concept 2. 

Even though almost all tiled roofs consist of a similar ridge board, regarding its dimensions, 

and battens that are placed along the roof sides to fasten the tiles on, the angle of the roof can 

differ from house to house. In order to create an attachment suitable for as many different 

houses and ridge boards as possible while being stable when it is exposed for forces, concept 

1 and concept 2 was combined, along with new ideas into a third concept, see concept 3 in 

Figure 44. When an antenna is placed on a roof it is exposed for forces coming from every 

side. The forces can be divided into two critical cases, forces affecting the attachment on its 

sides and forces affecting the antenna from the front or the back. The forces affecting the 

attachment are creating a torque in both directions and want to tip the attachment. By 

mounting the ridge attachment with screws along each side as well as along its top, the 

attachment will stand all upcoming forces that it is exposed for. Concept 3 is also equipped 

with hinges on both sides, which enable adjustments to suit different sizes of ridge boards as 

well as different angles of roofs. The pole connected to the antenna is fastened to the ridge 

attachment by threads.  

 

 

Figure 44 . Shows the combined concept 3, suitable for different types of roof ridges.  

A deeper investigation of the construction in concept 3 resulted in doubts regarding the usage 

of hinges, since every joint in a construction affect its strength, which in this case would make 

the attachment unstable during exposure of loads. Another weakness with this concept is that 

the hinges complicates a correct placement and increases the probability of a skew 

attachment. According to the investigation, concept 3 needed to be developed by eliminating 

all drawbacks.  
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Concept 4 was developed based on gathering more information regarding roof construction 

and generating different ideas regarding in which way the drawbacks could be reduced. The 

information was partly gathered by visiting several retailers focusing on roof construction, 

where different existing roof attachments were analyzed. The visit helped to understand 

dimensions and limitations that the attachment needs to relate to and gave inspiration to new 

ideas. One existing roof attachment, used to facilitate roofing, was identified as a possible 

alternative to base the development of the antenna attachment, see Appendix XIV. The 

changes implemented in concept 4 resulted in completely reducing the hinges and reshaping 

the attachment. By reshaping the attachment skewness is avoided since the customer receives 

direct feedback when the attachment is correct positioned, and this requires less accuracy 

from the customer.  The reshape entails increased stability by having a larger surface in 

contact with the ridge and battens. The stability is increased by having a shape that helps 

taking upcoming loads, as a complement to the screws fastened in the ridge and battens. A 

physical prototype of concept 4 was constructed and can be seen in Figure 45. The prototype 

was constructed of steel sheet and tested. The test was performed by mounting the attachment 

to a board, similar to a ridge, and exposed for loads by pushing the attachment in different 

directions. The test showed that the design of concept 4 is suitable to use as an antenna 

attachment. 

 

     
 

Figure 45. Shows concept 4, a physical prototype of the ridge attachment. 

Another case can be that customers already have an existing pole installed on the roof, 

without any need for disassembling it. It was therefore decided that one possibility should be 

to use an existing pole, but still be able to install a new antenna on it. One concept for 

attaching the antenna to an already existing pole can be seen in 

Figure 46. The idea is that the antenna is placed on a smaller pole that has a drilled hole at the 

end. Through this hole an external attachment will be placed that connects the antenna 

together with the existing pole. The external attachment placed on the pole will clamp the 

pole with the force coming from the screw, which will enable a solution for fixing the new 

antenna to an already existing pole.  
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Figure 46. External attachment for connecting the antenna to an already existing pole. 

Discussion whether the construction of the external attachment is stable enough led to further 

development in order to increase the stability. Instead of having an attachment going through 

the pole, the construction was developed into one mechanism consisting of two identical ends,  

one for fastening the existing pole and one for fastening the antenna pole. 
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5. Final Concept - YagiFi  

Based on the result from chapter 4 in combination with further development of the concepts, a 

final concept has been developed. In this chapter the final concept will be presented. It 

comprises a detailed description of the antenna’s function, including components and its 

design, as well as assemblies of both inner and outer components.  

 

5.1 Product Description  
The antenna is suited for people living 2 km or longer from the nearest mast and wants to 

have a modern TV-antenna with a good reception capability and want to get or improve their 

mobile communication. YagiFi is easy to install anywhere along the roof ridge, which enables 

optimal antenna reception within the desired location. YagiFi is user friendly, by having few 

lose parts that are designed for an easy and quick assemble both on the ground and while on 

the roof. An illustration of YagiFi is shown in Figure 47. Drawings for including components 

can be seen in Appendix XV. 

 

 
Figure 47. The final antenna when it is not mounted on the roof. 

5.2 Functional Description  
The final concept is based on five main parts; a 4G-antenna, a TV-antenna, an adjustable pole 

and a roof ridge attachment. See Figure 48 for an illustration of the components.  
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Figure 48. The main components of the antenna. 

The 4G-antenna that is integrated in the final concept is omnidirectional, meaning that it does 

not need to be directed to a mast, and therefore no installation regarding its direction is 

needed. Unlike the 4G-antenna, the TV-antenna is directional, meaning it needs to be 

accurately directed to a mast to function properly. In Sweden, masts are sending out radio 

signals with a horizontal polarization and these signals can only be received by an antenna 

that is installed with the same corresponding polarization.  In Denmark masts send out radio 

signals with an opposite polarization, which require TV-antennas to be installed with a 

vertical polarization. YagiFi is developed to function in both Sweden and Denmark and has 

therefore the possibility to be installed with either a horizontal- or a vertical polarization. This 

function is illustrated in Figure 49. 

 

 
 

Figure 49. Two different polarization possibilities, A and B, for the TV-antenna. 

 A. Vertical polarization                                       B. Horizontal polarization 
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The 4G-antenna and the TV-antenna is attached to a housing, which connects the two 

antennas into one product, enables adjustments of the TV-antenna and covers inner 

components from external influences. The housing is equipped with a lid, which enables an 

easy and fast accessibility to assemble and disassemble the TV-antenna to the housing. The 

desired polarization of the TV-antenna needs to be chosen before attaching it to its housing. 

The TV-antenna is equipped with a cubic-shaped end and has holes through each side, which 

enables the TV-antenna to be attached to the housing in the same way, regardless of 

polarization position, see Figure 50. 

 

   

Figure 50. The cubic-shaped end and how it is inserted in the housing. 

The TV-antenna is attached to the housing by placing the cubic-shaped end in the gap 

between the steel arms, see Figure 51.  

 

 

             
 
 

Figure 51. Shows the steel arm from a front view, A, and the steel arm from a top view, B.   

A screw is used in order to fix the cubic-shaped end in its right position by moving the metal 

arms closer to each other, which will clamp the cube until it is completely locked. To easy 

find the hole through which the screw needs to pass through the bushing is designed with a 

ground stop in order for the person that is mounting the TV-antenna to get a feedback that the 

Steel arms Steel arms 

A B 

Bushing 
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cubic-shaped end has the right high position, see Figure 52, for an illustration of the operation 

step.  

 

 
 

         
 
 

Figure 52. The operation steps A, B and C for positioning the cubic-shaped end. 

The cubic-shaped end is lowered down according to steps A and B in Figure 52. The last step 

in the operation is to move the cubic-shaped end in direction backward to obtain correct 

position, see step C in Figure 52. The cubic-shaped end is equipped with a support which 

cannot go through the steel arm component. This support enables the user to know when TV-

antenna is correctly positioned and prevent it from moving to long backwards. When this 

three operation steps are done, the screw can be used to fastening the TV-antenna, see Figure 

53. 

 
 

Figure 53. The screw fixes the TV-antenna in its right position. 

A B C 
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Since the direction to the nearest mast differs for all households and different cases, it is 

essential to have a TV-antenna with changeable direction. The TV-antenna has the possibility 

to rotate 360º around the pole as the bushing rotates relatively a cylindrical pipe. A nut plate 

is placed between the bushing and the cylindrical pipe to facilitate a smooth rotation, see 

Figure 70. If the installer already knows the direction to the nearest mast, the TV-antenna can 

directly be positioned. If the direction to the nearest mast is unknown, the antenna is design 

for attaching a smartphone to the top case of the TV-antenna, for finding the right direction to 

mast. An application already developed called “Find Antenna” can be downloaded to all 

smartphones.  The name of the nearest mast that could be found and the direction relative the 

current position is displayed. The application is connected to the satellite and therefore no 

internet connection is needed for the application to function. See Figure 54, for the 

smartphone attachment and the application.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 54. The TV-antenna with an attached smartphone for finding the nearest mast and the 

application “Find antenna”. 

The smartphone is attached to a phone holder on top of the TV-antenna case, which enables 

the smartphone to be positioned during the operation to find the correct direction to the mast. 

For rotating the TV-antenna, grab the end of the antenna or the housing and slowly move the 

antenna. See Figure 55 for an illustration of the rotational movement.  
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Figure 55. Rotational movement of the TV-antenna for finding the right position to mast. 

 

The rotation is locked in desired position by a clamping ring, with a related screw, which 

works in the same way as a clamping ring attached to a saddle for adjusting its height. See 

Figure 56 for fixing the rotational position.  

 

    
 
 

Figure 56. Shows the clamping ring from a side view and, A, and from a front view, B. 

 

When the direction of the TV-antenna is fixed, one possibility to increase the signal strength 

is with small vertical adjustments. Since all frequencies reflects and bounces against objects 

in the environment crossing the signal way from the mast to the antenna, the TV-antenna is 

equipped with a tilt function to improve the reception. The tilt functions with the same 

mechanism that fastening the TV-antenna in the housing, se Figure 52. By loosening the 

tension in the screw without extracting it from the cube, the TV-antenna is able to tilt 

vertically, and rotate with the screw as center point. Friction exists between the cubic-shaped 

end and the metal arms, which prevents the TV-antenna from fall down to 0º while tilting. 

A B 
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The TV-antenna can be tilted between 0º and 20º. According to the interview held with an 

employee at Teracom (Staffan Bergsmark, personal communication) the antenna reception 

could increase by having the possibility to tilt the TV-antenna. It is sufficient to tilt the 

antenna between 0º and 20º, Figure 57 shows the maximum tilt of the TV-antenna. 

 

 
Figure 57. The TV-antenna when it is maximum tilted. 

In order to solve the problem with birds sitting on the antenna, see Chapter 3.2 Customer 

research, the method of using small spikes was applied to the design of the antenna. By 

having small spikes on the area that usually attract birds, it will instead scare the birds since 

the spikes contribute to an uncomfortable surface to sit on. The spikes is equally distributed 

on both the casing for the TV-antenna and the casing for the 4G-antenna, see Figure 58. 

 

  
 

Figure 58. Small spikes distributed on the casings for preventing bird attraction. 

The housing of the final concept together with the 4G- and TV-antenna has a dimension of 

700 x 300 mm. A more detailed dimensioning can be seen in Figure 59. 

20º 
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Figure 59. Dimensions of the housing together with the 4G-and TV-antenna.  

Pole 

There are two different options regarding the length of the antenna, Figure 60. The standard 

length of the antenna is 1 m and can be extended to 1, 60 m.  The extended version consists of 

an extra pole that can be attached to the standard one. The pole diameter is 38 mm and was 

chosen based on size of the antenna and required stability of the construction. 

 
 

Figure 60. Two different options for the height of the antenna, assembled with threads. 

The pole are divided in three parts, one is attached to the antenna, one additional, possible to 

add if the longer antenna is desired, and one bottom part, see Figure 61. All poles are attached 

to each other by threads, with the upper part above the lower part, to avoid water leakage.  
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Figure 61. The pole can be divided into three parts to adjust its length, and are attached to 

each other by threads. 

If a pole already is installed on the roof, the antenna can be attached to it by using an 

additional attachment. Figure 62 illustrates how the antenna can be assembled on the existing 

pole by the usage of the attachment. The attachment works as a double clamping ring with 

four screws, adjustable to fit different sizes of existing poles. The attachment enables 

portability since it can be brought and installed on a summer house, caravan or balcony. 

 

 
Figure 62. The antenna used on an existing pole with the help of an additional bracket. 

Cable Installation  
A vital part in antenna usage is the cable installation. In order to make an antenna function, it 

is necessary to install a cable between the antenna and a set up box or a TV, inside the house. 

This concept requires two cables, since it consist of two antennas, a 4G-and a TV-antenna. 

The process to install the cables is divided into four steps; connect the TV-antenna to the case, 

connect the cable in the rear part of the case, drag the cables into the house, connect the cables 
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to setup box/TV respectively a router. The case is equipped with cable holders, along with the 

inner left side, in order to keep the cables organized and fixed inside and through the case, see 

Figure 63. 

 

 
 

Figure 63. Cable holders inside the case to keep them organized. 

The cable for the TV-antenna is connected in the front part of the case, and goes along the 

inner left side of the case and ends up on the backside with an outlet. The 4G-antenna cable 

goes from the 4G-antenna and inside down through the cylindrical pipe and out besides the 

outlet for TV-antenna, see Figure 64. 

 

     
 

Figure 64. Shows how the two cables go through the case and ends up besides each other.                

The case is preinstalled with a part of the cable, already attached to the cable holders inside 

the case. This arrangement facilitates the installation since the installer only need to connect 
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the TV-antenna outlet with the preinstalled cable. On the rear part, the installer can attach the 

external cable to the already existing outlets, without any need of arranging the cables inside 

the case, see Figure 65.  

 

 
 

Figure 65. Shows where to connect the cable to the already preinstalled cable inside the case. 

After connecting the external cable on the rear part of the case, the cable needs to be dragged 

down the pole and inside the house. The pole is equipped with three cable holders, which also 

arranges the cables in a smooth way along the pole.  

 

 
 

Figure 66. Shows one of the three cable holders attached along the pole. 

Roof Ridge Attachment 

Today, antennas are commonly installed at two places; at the chimney or at the end of the roof 

ridge, see Chapter 3.1 Current Installation of Antennas. These two places do not necessarily 

need to be the ones with highest signal strength for all cases and due to the fact that all 

antenna installations are individual, there is not one correct placement or position that always 

is the best one. In order to increase the possibilities to place the antenna where the signal 

strength is highest, without an expensive installation, an improved roof ridge attachment is 

developed. The roof ridge attachment can be used on all tile roofs, and be placed along the 

entire ridge. The first step in the installation when the desired position is chosen is to remove 

three ridge plates and tiles from each side. Figure 67 illustrates the metal part which should be 

assembled on the existing ridge, and fastened with screws into the wooden joist on each side. 

The width of the metal part can be adjusted depending on existing size of the ridge. The lower 

part of the pole is threaded into the metal part. 
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Figure 67. The metal part assembled on the ridge board. 

After fastening the metal part on the ridge board, the side tile plates can be reattach, above the 

metal part. A silicone cover will be pulled over the pole, and cover the metal part and side 

tiles, in order to seal the design, see Figure 68. 

 

 
 

Figure 68. A silicone case will cover the metal parts and side tiles and ensure that the 

construction is sealed. 

The last step is to reattach the other two ridge tiles, above the silicone case, with screws, 

Figure 69. The silicone case will replace one of the existing ridge plates and not be reattached. 

The color of the silicone can be adapted according to the color of existing tiles. 
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Figure 69. Completed installation of the ridge attachment, in two different color options. 

5.3 Assembly and Details 
This chapter contains detailed descriptions of all included components and exploded views for 

illustrating how to assembly the housing inducing 4G-antenna, the case for the housing, the 

TV-antenna and the cable installation. 

4G-Antenna and Inner Components of the Housing 

The 4G-antenna is mounted directly on the housing with two screws. The housing contains of 

a cylindrical pipe, mounted on the top of the pole with a shrink. Another cylindrical pipe, 

including the steel plates, is mounted on the first cylindrical pipe and fastened with a bushing, 

called rotation pipe, since this part enables the horizontal rotation. A nut plate is assembled 

between the cylindrical pipe and the rotation pipe, in order to make the rotation smoother. The 

horizontal rotation is locked with a clamp screw, including a handle to enable an easy 

adjustment and tightening. When fastening and tilting the TV-antenna between the steel 

plates, a screw with a handle is used. The two handles, both for clamp the screw and TV-

antenna, needs to be assembled after the casing is positioned. The 4G-antenna is mounted 

after the rotation pipe is assembled and fastened directly on the cylindrical pipe with two 

small screws. Including components and disassembly can be seen in Figure 70. 
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Figure 70. Including components of the 4G-antenna and inner components of the housing. 

All numbers and including component names are listed in Table 6. 

 

Table 6. All including components for the housing and inner components. 

Number Component name 

1 4G-antenna 

2 4G-antenna screw 

3 Rotating pipe 

4 Locking screw 

5 Cylindrical pipe 

6 Plate 

7 Clamping ring 

8 Bolt (Clamping ring) 

9 Screw (Clamping ring) 

10 Handle (Clamping ring) 

Casing 

The case is designed in order to protect the housing against water and dirt, and give the 

antenna a suitable and appealing appearance. It consists of four parts; two side parts, one 4G-

antenna case and one lid, see Figure 71. The case is equipped with a lid since the TV-antenna 

needs to be assembled separately and enable reassembling even though the case is on its 

place. The side parts are attached to each other by snap fits, the 4G- antenna case by threads 

and the lid by a nit.  
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Figure 71. Including components of the casing and how it is assembled. 

All numbers and including component names are listed in Table 7. 

 

Table 7. Including components for the case. 

Number Component name 

11 4G-antenna case 

12 Lid (Housing case) 

13 Housing case 

14 Screw (Lid) 

 

The case is produced in two halves and attache to each other, and the rotation pipe, by 

snapfits. A detailed picture of the snap fit can be seen in Figure 72. 

 
 

Figure 72. Shows the snap fits for assemble the case to each other and the rotation pipe. 
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TV-Antenna 

Including components in the TV-antenna is one circuit board and eight directors. The 

component is assembled with a case, divided in two parts, one bottom and one top part, and 

are attached to each other by snap fits, see Figure 73. 

 

 
Figure 73. Shows including component of the TV-antenna.  

5.4 Appearance and Design 
Appearance restriction for the antenna was discussed in Chapter 4.1 Idea Generation, and was 

used as a basis when designing the final concept. The final design, in the meaning of shape 

and color, of the antenna, was developed according to Dieter Ram’s ten design principles 

(Vitsoe, Ten principles of good design, 2015). Ram mean that all parts should be designed 

with their specific function in mind, instead of cover them, the components should instead be 

emphasized to increase understanding of the product and make the products functions feel 

obvious.  

 

The psychology of color has theoretical and practical relevance for different designs and how 

a person response to a color can determine how information and a product is understood 

(Sherin, A, 2012). Targeting the audience is another important aspect when choosing color for 

the design, in order to convey the desired feeling to the customer. Therefore, the customer 

identification in Chapter 3.2 Customer Research and appearance restrictions in Chapter 4.1 

Idea Generation, has been used when choosing colors for the final antenna.  

 

The purpose with the housing is to cover inner components, ensure that the mechanisms are 

sealed and create a smooth integration of the two antennas. Since the product consists of two 

antennas, the goal was to emphasize the fact that there are two antennas, and not one. Another 

aspect when designing the antenna was to clearly signalize that the product is an antenna and 

not trying to cover it or design it to look like something else. For fulfilling that aspect, it was 

decided that the directors should to not be covered, and the 4G-antenna remained its current 

shape.  Since the final concept needs to be seen as one unit and at the same time convey that it 

consists of two antennas, the housing requires a color that both emphasizes the two antennas, 

and does not steel attention from them. According to Sherin, dark colors are often used as 

neutrals in a composition, and makes accents of color to stand out from the dark background. 

In combination with that aspect and the fact that the antenna should be placed outside and will 

be exposed for abrasion and dirt, a dark color will be preferable. According to the company’s 

profile, black was chosen as the color for the housing, in order to express simplicity and blend 

in to the environment. 

 

Directors 

Case 

Circuit board 
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The shape of the handles has been designed to signalize that the antenna have new functions, 

compared to existing antennas. Also to show the position of the adjustment-functions and 

clarify the handles’ function, which is to be rotated. In order to achieve a balance when using 

dark colors, it is preferable to use a lighter accent color (Sherin, A, 2012). Therefore, the color 

for the handles was chosen to be light metallic ginger/gold. A reason for selecting this color 

was also related to one requirement, that the antenna should have a modern appearance, which 

the golden touch gives a feeling of. 

 

Due to the fact that the antenna clearly should show that it consist of two different antennas, 

the color for the 4G- antenna was also chosen to be in a light color. Since the 4G-antenna 

does not need to be adjusted by the user, meaning it does not include any specific mechanical 

functions, the color was therefore chosen to be light grey. The directors on the TV-antenna 

should in some way connect with the 4G-antenna, and was therefore chosen to remain their 

grey metallic color. The pole remains uncolored to express the feeling of simplicity and 

honesty. 

 

Except from the ginger/gold color, there are two more design options for the color of the 

handles, which can be seen in Figure 74. Due to the fact that in order for an accent color to 

stand out from a dark background, it should be light. The accent color of the optional handles 

is darker, for possibilities to have it more integrated and not as clear as the ginger/gold color 

when it is placed on the roof. 

 
 

Figure 74. Different appearance options for the handles of antenna. 

5.5 Installation Instructions 
The installation process has been improved compared to the general installation process, 

discussed in Chapter 3.1 Current Installation of Antennas. For the new antenna concept, the 

installation process is user-friendly, in the meaning of having fewer loose parts, a smaller 

antenna, lower material weight, more placement options and mechanisms developed in order 

to easy operate one installation step at a time. The first step is to install the ridge attachment 

on the roof, followed by attaching the pole to the ridge attachment, attaching the antenna to 

the pole and lastly assembling the TV-antenna to the housing. The last step is to install the 

cables. 
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3 

4 

1 

2 

Remove three tiles on each side of the 

ridge and three ridge tiles on desired 

placement, to make the ridge board 

easily accessible. Place the metal part of 

the attachment on the ridge board and 

fasten it with screws in existing holes 

along each side to the battens. 

 

Attach the bottom part of the pole into 

the metal part by threading it down. 

 

Put the silicone cover on the bottom part 

of the pole and pull it downwards until it 

touches the metal part. Screw the two 

screws on top of the cover, through the 

metal part and into the ridge board. 

Reattach all six tiles (three of each side) 

accordingly to its starting position. Fold 

down the silicone cover over the tiles. 
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5 

6 

7 

Place two of the three removed ridge 

tiles back at its starting position and 

fasten with a screw in each tile. 

 

Attach the housing to the bottom pole on 

the ridge attachment by threading it 

down. 

 

Insert the TV-antenna in the housing 

with desired polarization. Pull the 

antenna down and push it in direction to 

the pole until it stops. Fasten the TV-

antenna with the locking screw. Finalize 

the installation by rotating and tilt the 

antenna into desired direction. The 

desired direction can be found with the 

help of “Find Antenna” application. 
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5.6 Material Selection, Manufacturing and Costs 
During the concept development process, material for including components and their design 

has been taken into consideration in order to lower manufacturing and total costs. Similar 

products have been analyzed in order to obtain knowledge regarding how components’ design 

corresponds to the selection of material and engineering specifications, and which 

manufacturing method that is used based on these. Factors that have been identified and 

influence the choice of manufacturing method is, among others, the quantity of the 

production, the complexity of including components’ shapes in relation to its size, and desired 

quality level (Ullman, 2010). The material and the shape of the concepts have evolved, to 

facilitate the production processes, which stand in relation to the costs. 

 

The final concepts consist of both new designed hardware and components available from 

vendors. Components available from vendors, such as inner components for the 4G-antenna 

and the TV-antenna as well as screws, nuts, plates, poles and silicone cover are purchased 

since the components exist in numerous of products and is less expensive than designing it in-

house.  

Material Selection 

Each component has been analyzed in order to select the most suitable material to meet its 

individual engineering specifications. The software program CES Edupack (Granta Design, 

Limited 2014), and material information sources from Internet has been used for research and 

selection of material for all components. The components that should be bought from 

vendors, except from the inner components for the 4G- and TV-antenna should be produced 

in low alloy steel, according to its price and durability.  

 

Cylindrical Pipe, Rotation Pipe and Locking Screw 

The cylindrical pipe, rotation pipe see Table 6 and Table 7, should be produced in the same 

material as the pole, since these parts will be mounted together. For two components mounted 

together it is preferable to use the same material to avoid destruction, caused by chemical 

reactions between two different metal materials. The locking screw shown in Table 6 should 

also be produced in the same material, since this component will be in contact with the 

rotational pipe. Suitable materials for these components are aluminum, low steel alloy and 

low carbon steel. Existing antenna poles are often produced in galvanized low carbon steel 

and since it should be in contact with the cylindrical pipe and be purchased from a vendor, 

aluminum for the three components was excluded as an alternative. The cylindrical pipe, 

rotational pipe and locking screw were therefore chosen to be produced in galvanized low 

carbon steel.  

 

Clamping Ring 

Similar components related to the clamping ring are mostly produced in aluminum. But due 

to the fact of material destruction this component also need to be produced in steel, since it is 

in contact with the pipe, cylindrical pipe and rotating pipe that was chosen to be produced in 

carbon steel. The clamping ring and its including components (bolt, screw, handle) will lock 

the antenna from rotating. Low alloy steel have compared to low carbon steel increased 

strength and hardenability (Totalmateria, 2015), which are properties suitable for a locking 

mechanism and was also the selected material for the clamping ring with its including 

components. 
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4G-antenna Casing, Housing Casing, TV-antenna Casing and the Cubic-shaped End for the 

TV-antenna 

Except from the inner components for the 4G- and TV-antenna that will be purchased from a 

vendor, the case for these and the housing case, as well as the cubic-shaped end of the TV-

antenna are redesigned components and was decided to be produced in a polymeric material. 

The decision was based on the shape of the components, their need of being impact resistant 

and the must of not being conductive to not affect the antenna negatively. Polycarbonate (PC) 

and Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) was two suggested materials for the components. 

PC is a material with high strength, heat resistance, toughness as well as excellent 

dimensional and color ability. PC is used as a material for covers to electronics in numerous 

of existing products and was therefore a good option for the material for these components. 

The properties of ABS was investigated and compared with PC. The antenna will be placed 

outside, and although ABS has similar properties to PC, ABS has a lower impact resistance 

than PC as well as operating temperature, UV resistance and tensile strength (Endura, 2015). 

This resulted in that PC was the selected material for the casings and the cubic-shaped end 

related to the TV-antenna. These components can be seen in Figure 50 and Figure 71.   

 

Roof Ridge Attachment 

The ridge attachment needs to have a high strength in order for the antenna to be stable while 

it is mounted on the roof.  The pole connected to the ridge attachment is also important to 

relate to, due to material destruction, and therefore the selected material for the ridge 

attachment is galvanized low carbon steel.   

Manufacturing of the Components 

The manufacturing methods have been chosen in order to achieve a convenient production 

and obtain low costs. By purchasing high quantities of components from vendors, large 

material pieces to manufacture the new components from as well as manufacturing the 

antenna in high quantities, the manufacturing will be cost-effective. According to material and 

process selection (Ullman, 2010), manufacturing a component by for example injection 

molding, is cost-efficient if the production run is approximately 15,000.  This production run 

is possible to achieve for the antenna, based on that the final antenna might be used in 

Sweden, Denmark and Netherlands.    

 

Since the Cylindrical pipe and the Rotational pipe functions as a bushing, the Rotational pipe 

need to be manufactured before the Cylindrical pipe is inserted. Both the Cylindrical pipe and 

Rotational pipe should be manufactured from a pipe with corresponding dimensions. The two 

arms that the Rotational pipe is extended with should be cut out from a metal plate and 

bended and together with the connections for fastening the casings for the housing be welded 

to the pipe. Thereafter the edges on the top and the bottom of the Cylindrical pipe should be 

welded to the pipe. Two holes on the top should be drilled in order to fastening the 4G-

antenna. The Locking screw and the handle for the clamping ring can be manufactured by 

casting and be processed in order to achieve a nice finish.  Since the Clamping ring itself is 

relatively complex it can be can manufactured by powder metallurgy (Diva-portal, 2015). All 

the casings as well as the cubic-shaped end, related to the TV-antenna should be injected 

molded. The Ridge attachment is cut out from a metal plate, bended in order to obtain its 

proper shape and holes for the screws are drilled on its top and along its sides. A summary of 

selected materials and chosen manufacturing methods for each designed component can be 

seen in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Overview of the selected material and manufacturing method for each designed 

component. 

Component Selected Material  Manufacturing Method 

Cylindrical pipe Galvanized low carbon steel Cutting, welding 

Rotational pipe Galvanized low carbon steel Cutting, welding 

Locking screw Galvanized low carbon steel Powder metallurgy 

Clamping ring Low alloy steel Casting 

4G-antenna case PC Injection molding 

TV-antenna case PC Injection molding 

Housing case PC Injection molding 

Ridge attachment Galvanized low carbon steel Bending 

 

A detailed list of all including components in the antenna and related materials can be seen in 

Appendix XIII. 

5.7 Life Cycle Assessment 
The purpose of using a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is to investigate how the product affects 

the environment when it is used, manufactured and recycled. The program CES EduPack 

(Garvin Design, Limited 2014) and associated tool EcoAudit, was used as an aid for the 

assessment. All including components, their material, mass and energy can be seen in 

Appendix XIII. The PCB is manufactured in Taiwan, and the production of the other 

components takes place in Sweden, where the antenna also is assembled.  

 

The total energy consumption during the antenna’s lifetime is 5190 MJ. The energy is divided 

into different categorizes affecting the total energy consumption, these are; producing 

material, manufacture, transport, use and disposal, and can be seen in Figure 75. The usage of 

the product consumes most energy, 3910 MJ per TV-antenna, and the second highest energy 

consumption is represented by producing the material, 1260 MJ. Transport and disposal are 

small in proportion to material extraction and use, and can therefore not be seen in the Figure 

Figure 75, but is calculated to 10.9 MJ for transportation and 2.95 MJ in disposal. The 

majority of the components can be recycled, which contributes to an End of Life potential 

(EoL) of -886 MJ, during a lifetime of 10 years. 
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Figure 75. Shows the antennas energy consumption during its lifetime. 

The same categorizes as for energy consumption was also used for analyzing carbon dioxide 

emissions (CO2 Footprint). Figure 76 shows how the CO2 Footprint is distributed among the 

different categorizes. The total weight of CO2 Footprint was calculated to 104 kg per antenna. 

Compared to the energy consumption, which was highest during use of product, the material 

production is the area that has the highest CO2 Footprint, with 81.2 kg. The second highest 

CO2 Footprint is the use of the product, which is 2.1 kg. Same as for energy consumption, 

manufacturing and disposal is small in relation to manufacture and use, which is the reason 

for not being visible in the Figure. These have a CO2 Footprint of 0.78 kg respectively 0.21 

kg. The End of Life potential (EoL) is -52.5. 

 

 
 

Figure 76. Shows the antennas CO2 footprint during its lifetime. 
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6. Discussion and Conclusion  

This chapter includes discussions regarding the result of the master thesis and including 

connections to used methodology. Difficulties that occurred during the project will also be 

presented in this chapter. The conclusion refers to answer whether the research questions of 

the master thesis has been fulfilled, based on the discussion and results. 

 

6.1 Discussion of Methodology 
In order to understand the options for improving existing TV-antennas the first task was to 

gain knowledge within antenna theory and understand the reason for their current design. One 

thought was to develop including components in current antennas in order to improve the 

antenna reception. Due to lack of assistance regarding development of current components 

related to antenna reception this idea could not be implemented. This was a time-consuming 

phase before realizing that this improvement does not necessarily increase the number of 

customers using DTT. Another time-consuming phase was to concretize the research 

questions, which was widely formulated by the company, in order to define essential areas 

necessary to develop to fulfill the purpose of the thesis.   

 

Interviews were performed with employees at Teracom Boxer Group and the purpose was to 

get an overview of the whole broadcasting process and understand the antenna’s role within 

the process as well as investigate possible areas to improve. The interviews were held with six 

employees and the outcome mostly contained detailed information of their area of expertise 

and fewer inputs on what area within antennas that could be improved. The interviews might 

have generated more valuable information if the focus were more directed on future antenna 

development. The decision to not interview more people regarding broadcasting process was 

made based on the outcome from previous interviews and it was anticipated that it would 

result in almost the same kind of information. One option to obtain more information from the 

employees could have been through workshops focusing on future development. Regarding 

the antenna attachment, several interviews were performed with one person, specialized 

within antenna installation. By interviewing more people with knowledge within installation 

and roof construction would have resulted in more inputs and different perspectives regarding 

roof ridge attachments. This is the reason for having a smaller brainstorming phase related to 

roof attachments and few numbers of generated ideas and concepts. 

 

The survey that was executed resulted in approximately 700 answers, which is a satisfactory 

number of answers and can be seen as a reliable result. All questions in the survey were 

closed, except from one that was opened. The reason for choosing closed questions was to 

conduct measurable data to facilitate the analysis of interviews. The drawback with using 

closed questions is that it generates answers according to given alternatives, which prevents 

people from answering freely and might contribute to a misleading result. In order to achieve 

a more complete picture of the customers and their needs a complementary interview in form 

of open questions could have been executed.  

 

In order to investigate how well the antenna theory corresponds to how it works in practice, it 

was recommended from a professional antenna installer to create an empirical test in form of 

observing and measuring different antenna properties. The choice of locations for the antenna 

measurement was based on various cases corresponding to situations that appear in reality. 

Possible cases for antenna placement can be indoor and outdoor, both with a free signal path 

and a blocked signal path to the mast. Since it is unavoidable to have a completely free signal 
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path outside a vacuum room it is not possible to measure the case where the signal is not 

blocked. This was the reason for narrowing down the measurement to only measure blocked 

signals, but still both indoor and outdoor. In order to increase reliability of data two locations 

indoor was chosen, but only one location outdoor. The amount of measurement locations was 

delimited based on time required for executing the measurement within the same day. This is 

necessary in order to avoid environmental changes, for example humidity in the air or 

temperature variations, which might have impact on the result. Even though the antennas have 

a blocked signal path both indoor and outdoor, it seemed necessary to distinguish these two 

cases in order to investigate if the data differs for these locations. It was also necessary to 

compare the result of placing an outdoor antenna indoor compared to placing it outdoor and 

do the same comparison with an indoor antenna. A difficulty with acquiring reliable data was 

that the outcome differed significantly for every movement of the antenna and also for all 

external changes that occur in its surrounding. During the measurement the ambition was to 

keep identical precondition while measuring each antenna, meaning, having the same high 

and angle of the position for the antenna, same cable and also executing the measurement 

during the same operation. This resulted in difficulties to analyzing the outcome and its 

reliability.  Errors that may have occurred during the test and when conclusions were drawn 

could have been; a misunderstanding of the nature of experimental manipulation, wrongly 

described background conditions for the experimental settings or data that may have been 

falsely read. Having the knowledge about which errors in general can occur during 

experiments, contributed to doubts regarding the ratability of the outcome. 

 

In order to decompose the research question into aims that the design must try to satisfy, 

Objectives Tree Method was used. The implementation of the method played an essential role 

for the initial phase and was used as a reference during the entire project, which had a great 

influence on the results. The amount of methods used for generating concepts was narrowed 

down to a number that was considered to give a satisfactorily outcome. Usage of a larger 

number of methods would not necessarily contribute to a better result, but would generate a 

larger amount of ideas and may result in a more reliable outcome.   

 

Within the Evaluation Matrix, each requirement from the specification of requirements is 

given an estimated value based on how important they are relative each other. Instead of only 

estimating these values, it seemed necessary to find a method to calculate them, in order to 

increase the reliability and correctness. The method Weighted Objective Method was used for 

this purpose. The values of each requirement differed when only estimating them, compared 

to calculating them in Weighted Objective Method. This shows that using both methods 

increases the probability that the best concept receives the highest score.  

 

One important phase during the project was to create prototypes, both virtual and physical. 

One concept that received high score in the evaluation matrix was the ball joint concept, 

which was developed both as a virtual 3D-model and a physical prototype. In the virtual 

model it was difficult to discover critical points for the part joints and it seemed not sufficient 

to base the final decision only on the virtual model. Calculations on the ball joint required 

many assumptions and would not correspond to a correct result of its actual behavior. And 

therefore, a physical prototype was constructed and tested. Without executing tests on the 

physical prototype in an early phase, the final concept would probably include a ball joint, 

which would result in a not optimal solution for the specific mechanism within the concept. 

Another aspect regarding the physical prototype not resulting in an optimal solution may be 

that the ball joint was not properly constructed in order to give a completely valid result. 

When the experiment was executed, knowledge regarding the cavity’s depth and diameter 
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was unknown, and was therefore assumed to an arbitrary dimension. By changing the cavity’s 

dimension, the ball joint could stand a higher load. This indicates that the cavity’s dimension 

influence the result in a crucial way. The dimensions should be investigated in order to 

achieve an optimal solution. Since the cavity was hollowed out manually it was hard to 

achieve a smooth surface roughness, and small pits were unavoidable. A reconstruction of the 

prototype should include changes of dimensions for the cavity, smoother surfaces between the 

cavity and the ball, and sufficient roughness. An increased contact area results in a higher 

friction, desired when adjusting the TV-antenna. 

 

The foam material used in the physical prototype should be replaced with metal in order to 

obtain a prototype more similar to the real concept. It was decided that physical prototypes 

were not necessary for all concepts since they did not have any critical mechanisms to 

evaluate. However, prototypes for other concepts could have generated valuable information 

regarding possible improvements of features, which might direct the project going in another 

track.  

6.2 Discussion of Final Concept 
The decision to not develop a “better” antenna by improving its technology was made in an 

early phase. By using existing technology, the design of the components cannot be changed in 

order for the antenna to function. This resulted in clear boundaries regarding the construction 

of the TV-antenna, which in turn limited the design freedom. The restricted design freedom 

resulted in difficulties to change the aesthetic design and generate a revolutionary new 

concept. 

 

The decision to develop an antenna for outdoor use and specifically placed on the roof was 

partly based on the survey were 80% of current customers to Teracom Boxer Group lives in a 

house, and 78% places their antennas outside. Since 94% are not disturbed by their antenna 

placed on the roof, the choice of developing an outdoor antenna for this placement was 

confirmed.  According to the outcome of the survey, were 80% lives in a house, the choice of 

customer group to focus on in order to increasing the number of customers could be by two 

different options. It could either be by target people with similar preconditions as the majority 

of the company’s customers today, or focus on the remaining 20 % in order to increase the 

diversity among the customers. The option with most potential to fulfil the purpose of 

increasing the usage of DTT Network was decided to be focusing on people with same 

preconditions as the majority of existing customers today.  

 

The application used for installing the antenna gives information of were the nearest mast is 

located, but not where the signal strength is the highest, which actually is the most important 

factor in order to achieve an optimal installation. If the installation is performed without 

professional equipment, the user will not receive any feedback at all when using the tilt 

function, since the direction to the mast is only necessary when installing the horizontal 

rotation. One possibility to optimize the rotation and tilt functions is by having a solution for 

generating feedback regarding the signal strength from the mast. This information would 

contribute to possibilities for the customer to do an advanced installation by the help of the 

rotation and tilt functions.   

 

At some geographic locations, the TV-antenna needs to be installed with a vertical 

polarization. The attachment for the smartphone, on top of the TV-antenna, is only suited for 

a horizontal polarization. Therefore, an investigation of possible solutions for where to place 

the smartphone attachment needs to be performed in future developments.  
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A physical prototype in scale 1:1 of the ridge attachment was constructed in metal, but due to 

time limitations, there were no possibilities to construct a prototype for the whole antenna or 

other components. This contributed to fewer possibilities to examine the entire concept, seen 

as one unit, and evaluate the process for installing it, compared to existing antennas.  

 

According to the survey, 49 % are willing to buy a new antenna if experienced problems are 

eliminated. The new implementation of the TV-antenna YagiNX, improved installation, 

modern appearance and integrated 4G-antenna, solves selected identified problems, which 

confirms a potential marked for the new antenna concept. Integration of a 4G-antenna creates 

an added value to the customer. This integrated functionality can possibly result in a new or a 

larger customer group, since the function contributes to a new user experience and creates an 

unspoken need. 

6.3 Conclusion 
The purpose of this master thesis was to develop a concept for a future digital TV-antenna, in 

order to increase the number of customers using the DTT Network. The purpose was divided 

into smaller focus areas, which were solved separately and were together represented in the 

final concept. The main purpose was achieved by fulfilling the three focus areas followed by: 

 

 Integration of a product in an existing outdoor digital TV-antenna, in order to obtain 

added value for the customer. 

 

A 4G-antenna was combined together with an outdoor digital TV-antenna, YagiNX, in order 

to obtain added value for the customer in form of better mobile phone reception or Wi-Fi 

connection at home. 

 

 Improvement of the digital TV-antenna´s appearance. 

 

The appearance has been developed based on result from the survey, analyses of the potential 

customer group and Teracom Boxer Group’s product portfolio together with inputs from a 

design research regarding modern products. The final concept has a modern appearance by 

having a reduced size, a new shape and modern color combinations as well as having an 

integrated added value. 

 

 Improvement of the installation of a digital TV-antennas and related attachments. 

 

A new roof attachment has been developed to increase antenna placements. The new roof 

attachment can be installed along the entire roof ridge and replaces a ridge tile. Additional, 

the attachment has been designed to be smoothly integrated in its environment. The new 

antenna enables a user-friendly installation by operating one installation step at a time, more 

specify, rotating, tilting and fixing the position. This is a new way of performing each 

operation compared to previous antennas. This improvement facilitates the installation and 

adjustments, both for a professional installer as well as for the customer.  

 

Overall conclusions for the final concept are followed by: 

 

 The final concept can be mounted on two different heights, 1,0 m or 1,6 m. 

 The weight of the entire antenna (including pole and roof ridge attachment) is 5,5 kg. 
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 It consists of 5 parts (excluding screws) that the customer needs to handle during 

installation.  

 The dimension of the housing including both antennas is 700 x 300 mm. 

 The TV-antenna can be installed with horizontal and vertical polarization, to suit both 

Sweden and Denmark. 

 The entire antenna consists of 45 components in total, seen from a production 

perspective. 

 The antenna is designed not to attract birds, by being equipped with small spikes 

placed on the surface. 

 The number of installation steps is 7. 

 The additional attachment is used in order to place the new antenna on an already 

existing pole, and increase portability. 

 The total Energy consumption during the antenna’s lifetime is 5190 MJ. 

 The total weight of CO2 Footprint is 104 kg per antenna. 

 The material and manufacturing method is chosen with focus to lower total 

manufacturing and material costs. 

 The material chosen for the final concept is mainly steel (low alloy steel and 

galvanized low carbon steel) combined with components in Polycarbonate (PC). 

 A prototype in scale 1:1 of the ridge attachment has been produced. 
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7. Future Work 

Recommendations for future work and further development is presented in this chapter. 

 

The new developed functions for rotation and tilt will make the installation easier for the 

customer as well as professional antenna installers. The customer can direct the antenna to the 

nearest mast by using the application “Find Antenna”, but no indication of the signal strength 

will be showed. Since the signal strength can differ significantly for small adjustments and be 

affected by reflections when signals bounces against different objects, the best signal strength 

does necessarily not need to be in the direction to the nearest mast. To optimize these 

functions, feedback regarding signal strength, additionally to knowledge regarding the 

direction to the nearest mast, is an essential improvement. The signal strength can be 

measured with the help from expensive equipment, mostly used by professional installers. 

One way for receiving feedback of the signal strength while installing the antenna on the roof, 

is by connecting the smartphone to the setup box inside the house. Today, set up boxes are 

equipped with information that shows the signal strength for all frequencies. If this 

information can be transmitted to a smartphone, the customer will receive direct feedback and 

achieve an optimal installation while on the roof.   

 

The attachment of a smartphone on the antenna needs to be suited both for vertical and 

horizontal polarization. This placement needs to be changes in order not to be affected of the 

polarization installation. 

 

The additional attachment for installing the new antenna on an already existing pole should be 

tested by creating a prototype in order to investigate if it is correctly dimensioned.   

 

In order to improve the final concept and find new critical aspects to develop, a prototype for 

the entire concept is necessary.  
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Appendix I.   MUXes Used in Sweden 

In this Appendix, the seven different MUXes used in Sweden is presented.  
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Appendix II.   Different Frequency Ranges 

In this Appendix, different frequency ranges, its wavelength and usage is presented. Very 

High frequency (VHF) and Ultra high frequency (UHF) is market with grey. 

 

VHF and UHF are the two frequency ranges used for DTT network. 

 

   

Designation Frequency Free-space 

wavelength 

Usage 

Ultra low frequency (ULF) < 3Hz > 10^8 m  

Extremely low frequency (ELF) 3 Hz-3 kHz 10^8 – 10^5 m  

Very low frequency (VLF) 3-30 kHz 10^5-10^4 m  

Low frequency (LF) 30-300 kHz 10^4-10^3 m Terrestrial radio 

Medium frequency (MF) 300 kHz-3 MHz 10^3-10^2 m Terrestrial radio 

High frequency (HF) 3-30 MHz 10^2-10 m  

Very high frequency (VHF) 30-300 MHz 10-1 m Terrestrial TV  

Terrestrial radio 

Ultra high frequency (UHF) 300 MHz-3 GHz 1 m-10 cm Terrestrial TV 

Mobile services 

Wifi 

Super high frequency (SHF) 3-30 GHz 10 -1 cm Satellite transmitted 

TV 

Wifi 

Extremely high frequency (EHF) 30-300 GHz 1 cm-1 mm  

Submillimeter 300 GHz-3 THz 1 mm-0.1 mm  
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Appendix III.   Existing TV-antenna Attachments 

In this Appendix, two attachments available on the market are presented.  

 

These two attachments are suitable for the two most common placements of outdoor TV-

antennas. The first picture illustrates how the attachment for placing the TV-antenna on the 

wall (side of the ridge) looks like and how it is mounted. 
 

 
 

This attachment is designed both for placing the TV-antenna on the wall, as well as on the 

chimney.  
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Appendix IV.    Current Installation Process 

In this Appendix, a general illustration of the current installation process for TV-antennas is 

presented.  
 

The first step is to assemble the TV-antenna itself. 

 
 

Next step is to prepare and install the galvanized band, attached to the chimney. 
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Preparation of the connection box is required. 

 
 

Next step is to attach the TV-antenna to the pole. 

 
The installation ends with connecting cables between the TV-antenna and connection box. 
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Appendix V.   Survey of Antenna Users 

The survey is presented in this appendix, including all questions and answers. 
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Appendix VI.   Quality Function Deployment 

This Appendix shows the QFD, transformation of customer requirements into product 

properties. 
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Appendix VII.   Result from measurement 

This Appendix includes results from the measurement.  

 

Antenna C/n (average) C/n difference  Speck Power (average) 
1 högt 37 11 3,7 38 

1 lågt 32 11,9 3 54 

2 högt 40 10,3 3 62 

2 lågt 32 9 3,7 53 

3 högt 36 12,5 3 58 

3 lågt 38 5,8 5 60 

4 högt 29 0,6 3 51 

4 lågt 27 10 2,3 49 

5 högt 51 12,5 3,7 73 

5 lågt 49 10,3 4,3 72 

6 högt 48 8,5 3 74 

6 lågt 48 7 2,3 71 

7 högt 42 6 3 68 

7 lågt 47 12,9 1,7 69 
 

Summary of the total values for each antenna can be seen in the table below. 

 

 

Total (C/N, Speck, Power) Average high resp. low 

1 högt 78,7 
83,85 

1 lågt 89 

2 högt 105 
96,85 

2 lågt 88,7 

3 högt 97 
100 

3 lågt 103 

4 högt 83 
80,65 

4 lågt 78,3 

5 högt 127,7 
126,5 

5 lågt 125,3 

6 högt 125 
123,15 

6 lågt 121,3 

7 högt 113 
115,35 

7 lågt 117,7 
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Appendix VIII.  Product Specifications for YagiNX 

This Appendix shows product specification for the chosen YagiNX. 
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Appendix IX.   Specification of Requirements 

This Appendix shows specification of requirements for chosen alternative, both product 

requirements and customer’s desires.  

 

Product requirements 

Should be an outdoor antenna 

Should have UHF reception (470 MHz - 700 MHz) 

The construction should be sealed 

The material should be water resistant 

The material should be corrosion resistant 

The material should be UV resistant 

The construction should stand a load of 10 kg, without a deflection of 5 degrees 

The construction should stand a wind load of 60 m/s 

Should have a life-span of 10 year 

Should have a minimum c/n ratio of 27 db  

Should have a maximum volume of (1x1x1) m 

Should have a maximum weight of 6 kg 

TV-antenna should filter the 700 band 

TV-antenna should filter 4G signals 

Both TV-antenna and 4G-antenna should have an input voltage of 5V  

Both TV-antenna and 4G-antenna should have a input current of 60 mA 

TV-antenna should be rotatable in 360 degrees in horizontal plane 

TV-antenna should have a change of angle from 0 to 20 degrees in vertical plane  

TV-antenna should have a minimum c/n ratio of 27 on a minimum distance of 20 km from mast  

TV-antenna should be able to be installed on the roof ridge  

Should be able to be installed by one person 

Should not have more than 10 installation steps 

Should be able to be attach to existing poles  

4G-antenna should be omnidirectional 

TV-antenna should be directional 

The distance between 4G-antenna and TV antenna should not exceed 150 mm 

The TV-antenna should be placed at a minimum height of 600 mm relatively the roof ridge 

The 4G-antenna should be fixed  

The antenna pole should be 38 mm in diameter 

Customer desires 

Express a modern feeling 

Arrangement for cables 

Not attract birds  

Easy to direct 

Easy to mount 

Easy solution 

Visible exterior design 

Should not collect dirt 

Give response to user 
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Appendix X.   Ten Principles of Good Design 

This Appendix shows the ten principles of good design, used when generating ideas and 

making the appearance of the concept. 
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Appendix XI.   Concepts from Morphologic matrix 

In this appendix, all seven concepts generated the first iteration from the morphological 

matrix is presented 

                      

   

                      

 

Concept 1 is equipped with an inbuilt 

ball joint for both tilt and rotation. It is 

fastened by a form conditioned screw, 

creating a pressure on the ball. The 

2G/3G/4G-antenna is fastened on TV 

antenna case by threads. 

 

On concept 2, the TV antenna is mounted on 

a large plate, acting as a reflector, which in 

turn is assembled on a pole with a hinge for 

enabling the rotation. There are two 

alternatives for locking the rotation, both is 

based on a stick, which stops the rotation by 

putting it in a hole. The tilt works by a ball 

joint, placed on the reflector plate. The 

2G/3G/4G-antenna is fastened with shrink 

fit on the top of the pole. 

 

 

 

 

Concept 3 and concept 4 functions by the same kind of mechanism. In both cases, the TV 

antenna is attached to the pole with a plain bearing, in order to enable rotation. There are a 

ball joint between the TV antenna and the bearing, to enable the tilt. Concept 3 is 

maneuvered electronically, and concept 4 manually by physically turning the antenna. The 

2G/3G/4G- antenna is attached by threads on the top of the pole, in this case shaped as 

ovals. 

 

 

 

 

1 2 

3 4 
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Concept 5 and Concept 6 functions with the same kind of mechanism. Both are based on an 

arm, containing the TV antenna and the 2G/3G/4G-antenna, attached to the pole with a 

bushing, to enable rotation. The rotation is fastened by a screw, vertically on the top of the 

bushing. The 2G/3G/4G-antenna is attached by threads, and the TV antenna with a ball 

joint, to enable the tilt. 

Concept 7 is based on different forms and tracks to position and fasten the TV antenna and 

2G/3G/4G-antenna to a common pole. Both the antennas are placed in the vertical track 

from above, this enables vertical movement within the track. There are two horizontal 

tracks, one for the TV antenna and one for the 2G/3G/4G-antenna. To fastening the 

antenna in one of the horizontal tracks, it needs to be turned 180 º. The asymmetrical shape 

will lock the position. 

 

  

5 6 

7 

XI (2:2) 
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Appendix XII.    Roof Ridge Construction 

In this appendix, basics about roof construction are presented, specifically roof ridge 

construction. 
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Appendix XIII.   Including Components 

In this appendix, all including components, chosen material, recycle content, mass and energy 

are presented. 

 

Component Material 
Recycled 
content* 

(%) 

Part 
mass 
(kg) 

Qty. Total mass 
(kg) 

Energy 
(MJ) % 

Rotation pipe Galvanized low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 0,11 1 0,11 2,9 0,4 

Cylindrical pipe Galvanized low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 0,11 1 0,11 2,9 0,4 

Fastening screw Galvanized low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 0,012 1 0,012 0,32 0,0 

Clamp ring Low alloy steel Virgin (0%) 0,11 1 0,11 22 2,7 

Clamp ring - handle Low alloy steel Virgin (0%) 0,014 1 0,014 2,9 0,4 

Clamp ring - screw Low alloy steel Virgin (0%) 0,05 1 0,05 11 1,3 

TV-antenna - top case Polycarbonate (PC) Virgin (0%) 0,11 1 0,11 10 1,3 

TV-antenna- bottom case Polycarbonate (PC) Virgin (0%) 0,093 1 0,093 8,8 1,1 

TV-antenna - case rivet Low alloy steel Virgin (0%) 0,001 2 0,002 0,06 0,0 

TV-antenna- PCB  
Printed circuit board 

assembly 
Virgin (0%) 0,2 1 0,2 26 3,1 

Directors  Age-hardening wrought Al-
alloys Virgin (0%) 0,005 8 0,04 8,3 1,0 

Housing - side case Polycarbonate (PC) Virgin (0%) 0,098 2 0,2 19 2,3 

Housing - lid Polycarbonate (PC) Virgin (0%) 0,022 1 0,022 2,1 0,3 

Housing- lid rivet Low alloy steel Virgin (0%) 0,005 1 0,005 0,15 0,0 

4G - rivet Low alloy steel Virgin (0%) 0,0001 1 0,0001 0,003 0,0 

4G - case Polycarbonate (PC) Virgin (0%) 0,021 1 0,021 2 0,2 

4G- electronics 
Small (hand held) electronic 

devices 
Virgin (0%) 0,08 1 0,08 2,3e+02 27,4 

Ridge attachment Galvanized low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 0,89 1 0,89 23 2,8 

Ridge attachment- cover Silicone elastomers (SI, Q) Virgin (0%) 2,0 1 2,0 4,1e+02 50,1 

Ridge attachment - screw Galvanized low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 0,013 8 0,1 8,8 1,1 

Pole - middle Galvanized low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 0,64 1 0,64 17 2,0 

Pole - bottom Galvanized low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 0,4 1 0,4 10 1,3 

Pole - top Galvanized low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 0,31 1 0,31 8,1 1,0 

Cable holder Polyvinylchloride (tpPVC) Virgin (0%) 0,001 2 0,002 0,12 0,0 

Additional pole attachment Galvanized low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 0,039 1 0,039 1 0,1 

Additional pole attachment- 

screw 
Galvanized low carbon steel Virgin (0%) 0,004 4 0,016 1,4 0,2 

Total    45 5,5 8,3e+02 100 
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Appendix XIV.    Existing Roof Attachment 

This Appendix shows a model of one existing product, used instead of a ridge board on the 

roof. 
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Appendix XV.   Drawings of Components 

This Appendix shows drawings of including components of the antenna. 

 

Ridge cover 

 
  

XV (1:14) 
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Additional attachment 
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Rotational pipe 
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Ridge Attachment 
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Bottom pole 
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Top pole 
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Cable holder 
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Housing  
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Lid to the housing 
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4G-antenna case 
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Clamping ring 
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Hanlde clamping ring 
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Fastening screw 
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Cubic-shaped end on TV-antenna 
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